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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
CHAPTER I 
STATill'IENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the map 
references i n the running textual material and activities 
of eight history textbook series. 
Visual aids have come to be very important in 
education. Much money is spent by school departments for 
all kinds of visual equipment. The modern teacher is 
usually well versed in the operation of this equipment so 
that he may have graphic illustrations for whatever he 
r.rw.y be teaching. The textbook, however, is s.till the 
most convenient, economical and widely used viaual aid. 
Iwaps found in history textbooks are visual aids , 
and as such if functionally sound and properly referred 
to, they are invaluable aids in developing concepts. ~hey 
round out the story being told by presenting a medium 
through which the student is enabled to project himself 
back to the time and place of the event. L~ regard to the 
i mportance of textbook maps Johnson1 states: 
1~:1aps are indispensable to the effective 
teaching of history. They should be in constant 
use, -- the map in the textbook, the map chart, 
the map on the wall. Too much emphasis cannot 
1 Amanda Johnson, The TeachiES of History and Citizen-
~ in Grades and in .run"Tor H@~g SChOOl, Madison:- The 
~erCompany,-.r9'3~ pp. 219- • · 
:1 
be placed on this. Teachers have been 
observed covering the entire topic of the 
transplanting of Old Europe to the New World, 
without referring to a map. This is deplorable. 
It indicates a lazy and negligent teacher, for 
though a school board may refuse to purchase 
wall, or chart maps, there is no excuse for 
not using those in the text. 
Wesley1 in his discussion of textbook maps had this 
to say in part: 
I t is reasonable to assume that maps and 
graphs are even more important in some textbooks 
than pictures. Presumably, their teaching values 
are greater and their utility more frequent. 
Whereas most of the pictures that appear in text-
books, as well as other pictures of equal merit, 
can be found elsewhere, the maps and graphs are 
not so readily available. In fact, many of them 
cannot be found except in atlases and research 
studies. It may be, therefore, that in evaluating 
a textbook, the teacher is justified in attaching 
unusual significance to the number and quality of 
maps~ charts and graphs. 
Map references are as i mportant as the maps them-
selves in a his.tory textbook. A book full of maps but 
devoid of references does little to develop time and place 
concepts. 
In previous years too little time was allotted to 
the selection of textbooks . Little thought was given to 
the textual material and visual aids that offered the best 
means of developing the understandings of the subject 
considered. 
At the present time, however, those charged with 
~dgar Bruce Wes ley, Teachi~ the Social Studies 
Boston: D. c. Heath and Company, 4~p. 382. 
2 
the duty of selecting textbooks realize the importance of 
their judgment. M exacting evaluation and analys:is: of 
each book~ in terms of its educational value to the 
user, is generally carried out before a final choice 
is made. 
This study, it is hoped, will give selection 
committees a basis for eritical judgment of map n~fer­
enc.:es in recently published history textbooks. 
3 
CHAPTER II 
SIDlMJ.ARY OF RESEARCH AND BELATED LITERATURE 
CHAPTER II 
SUMWL.ARY OF RESEARCH AND RELATED LITERATURE 
History is a study similar to the study of the 
human organism. In as mueh as it studies man's. birth, 
growth and death. History, however, is neither dead nor 
fixed but changing to explain the ever changing problems. 
of succeeding generations:. To meet these changing 
problems new methods and techniques are constantly being 
studied in view of furthering the students understanding 
of these problems. 
Maps long associated with geography are now 
considered essential to history. Therefoi·e, that portion 
of literature that is most directly applicable to the 
problem at hand - - that is, the analysis of map refer-
ences in eight fifth and sixth grade history textbook 
series - - is reviewed in the following paragraphs. 
The use of mapa in general and history in 
particular is promulgated time and time again in lessons 
in methodology. In this regard Klapper1 states: 
Topic after topic in history has a 
geographical basis so significant that without 
the map historical data lacks meaning. Through-
out the study of the periods of exploration and 
colonization, the map is· as important as the 
facts of history themselves. 
lpauJ. Klappel', The Teaching of History. New York: 
D. APpleton and Company;--192·6. P• 4'5'"; 
5 
Bourne1 feels that it is necessary to study 
maps in order to get a panoramic view of history~ or 
'~istorical geography" as he says: 
It is necessary for the pupil to study 
historical maps even if he is to do no more than 
properly locate events. Historical geography 
may also serve a higher purpose than this: it 
affords· the opportunity to study many of the more 
complex relations of an event, it unfolds before 
the eyes the growth of states and nations from 
period to period and in doing this reveals the 
courses or the result of many a desperate struggle. 
Without its details the history of Europe, and 
to a less degree, the history of America also, 
is unintelligible. 
Johnson2, in one of the outstanding works on the 
teaching of history in school said in part concerning 
maps: 
The primary purpose of maps is to ass-ist 
the pupil in grasping the place rel~tion, or, 
to put the matter more generally, to assist .the 
pupil in keeping history on earth. For some 
purposes mere localization, or some localization· 
and some impression of distance, extent, or area, 
may be sufficient • • • Very often~ however, the 
facts demand definite conceptions of actual 
geographic conditiona. The physical background 
is needed to make the facts real; it is needed 
also in many c·as es to explain the fac.t:s. 
'•Maps are the most effective sources," says 
Moffatt3, "for some types of information and are essential 
lHenry E. Bourne, The Teaching of History and Ci vie-s·. 
in the Elementary and the Secondary School. New. York: 
Longmans, Green, ana-company, 1921; P• 138. 
2Henry Johnson_, Teaching of His.tory. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, l940. P• ~o. 
3Maurie:e Pe Moffatt, Soc-ial Studies Ins·truction. 
New York: Prentic;e-Hall, Inc-., 1952. P• 213. 
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f'or correct geographic interpretation. Their us:e shoul.d 
be so much a part of' all soc,ia.l studies. instruction that 
pupils, through c-onstant references, become thoroughly 
f'amil iar with them. tt· 
In stressing the real importane:e and use of maps, 
V~ittemore1 says in part: 
Nor can a person understand many of the 
events that occur on the earth if he does not 
u.s.a maps:. Maps help him comprehend many of the 
important happenings of' the past 1 s ,uch as the 
Crusades. and the Battle of the Bulge. Maps: in 
daily newspapers: gi v.e him information about 
contemporary events, such as the partition of 
Pales:tine, the establishment of Parkistan, and 
the plana fol! the St. Iawrenc:e Seaway. 
Renner.2 feelso thai1 maps.· are the only gateway to 
the dimens·:ions of hia:torical thinking when he says:: 
Without. the map, or- with it understood 
and uaed imperfectly, the learning pro~ess in 
the social studies: bea.omea:. stilt-ed to aa:y the -
leas,t. Hiatory, for example, becomes: muddled, 
w~thout- orientation, and often without phyaical 
subs-tance. It is a: truism that every pieee of 
his.tory transpired in a specif'i~ area' ~t a 
definite location and nelationahip to other 
actual points and a:reaa. The thoughtful hi~ttor­
ian knowa that invariably these apec~al faczor& 
ane C'loa:ely related to wha-t happened and to the 
se.quenc-e of events: which followed. Thus the map 
is the only gatewa-y into one of' the dimens.ions 
of' hia.torical thinking. Without the map there 
is usually nothing to which historical conc:epta 
ma-y be tied. 
1Katheryne T. Whittemore. nMaps 1t Cha:pt.er XIII, 
Nineteenth Yearbook of the. National · Counc,il for the Socia.:l 
studies. washington-;-n-:-c. 1947. P• 117. - -
2George T. Renner. ttThe Map as an Educational 
Ins:trument. tt Social Education. 4':478; November, 1940. 
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It is generally agreed by leading educators, that 
the ability to read and interpret maps is highly developed 
skill. The acquisition of such a skill involves much 
more than the mere understanding of a map. Brown1 s.tate~: 
Map reading is juat the first s-.tep 
toward. unders.tanding the map i ts:elf. It is: 
merely the ability to recogni~e and understand 
the symbols: printed thereon. To help children 
understand and interpret the given s.ymbols· 
should be our goal. 
Brown2 also mentions where each map skill should 
be taught as she goes on to say: '•Jus.t where each map 
skill should be taught has been a problem. The logical 
place to teach it is when the right opportunity presents 
itself; when the need is there.'• 
The necessity for the gradual development of map 
skills is also expressed by Davis3 : 
1mp reading requires many skills and 
much practic~; it is not something to be learned 
in a few lessons. To develop facility in this 
art, we must carefully plan the over-all 
curriculum and the step by step development 
of the program. Much time and effort is required 
before a pupil can look at a map and see behind 
the colors and the lines an area of the earth 
inhabited by people of flesh and blood. 
The study of maps also provides the pupil with an 
lsy~via D. Brown. ttMa:p Skills· Tested in Available 
Standardized Tests,n Unpublished :Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1950. P• 1. 
2 Ibid., P• 2. 
3Hazel Davis. nWhat Can Elementary School Pupils 
Learn From Maps.?n, Social Education 12:318, November, 1948. 
understanding of other people as Davis1 goes on to say: 
Maps are the mos_t abstract of the vis-ual 
aids:. They a·re far more diffic·uJ.t to interpret 
than comic· s.trips. There are, however, lasting 
rewaTds in pleasure and profit for those who 
can interpret maps. And if we remember that the 
map enables us to tm.derstand people, then v;e 
shall agree that map reading skills should be 
an essential part of the equipment of world-
minded Americans. 
Raisz2 stresses the necess·i ty for becoming 
familiar. with the globe and expresses. it this way: 
Globes occupy much spac:e and are hat-d to 
tuck awa-y; they are more expensive than 111a'ps:1 
and we can s-ee only half of the earth at a time, 
yet if anyone asks, which to buy .first, a s.et of 
maps: or a globe, my answer is ''bu:y the globe" . 
Kohn3 writing along the same line says: 
Only the globe c.an serve a:s a: valid 
representation of the earth or a portion there-
of. Because of its sphericity it represents 
the shape of land ~ssea: correctly, possesses 
equality of area in all portions, :pres.ents 
direction accurately, and shows the true 
relationships in s -ize of land masses.. For these 
reasons many educa·tors· now·: believe that children 
in the elementary grades should not be intro-
duced to flat world maps at all. If, during 
these early yeam, children wish to s .ee. the. 
world as a whole, they should be encouraged to 
refer to a globe.. only in this: manner can we 
hope to raise a generation of .Araericans who will 
think in global term.s-.. only by turning to a 
globe can one sea the world as. it really is. 
1 Ibid., P• 317. 
2Erwin Rais:Z.. "Globes." Geographic APproaches to 
the Social Studies. Nineteenth Yearbook of the National 
Council .for the Social Studies, 1947. p.-rls;-
3clyda F. Kohn. "Maps as Instructional Aids in the 
Social studies., tt · Eighteenth Yearbook of the National 
Council for the Social Studies, Washington, D. G., l947. 
P• 122. --
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Cra.ven1 feels· the n ecess.i t y of maps:, not juat 
maps' for the sake of maps. however, but maps that are 
adequate to the course and deal specifically with the 
unit under study. He states.: 
The next best thing to standing upon 
an actual battle-field is to have a plan of it. 
One of' the first. types of indispensable materials-
to be considered is maps.. One is greatly aided 
in living over and in s:tudying about the expedi-
tions: of Lewis and Clark by ua.e of good maps: of 
the. cou..."ltry and the r .egion through \Vhich these 
men traveled. It is als.o easier to understand 
why the early western settlers journeyed over 
c·erta.in routes· and through certain passes if one 
has a relief :map that will show the actual 
topog~aphy of the country. • •• Then, too, maps 
are nec:essary for each division of' the courseJJ 
thos.e that deal specifically with the unit under 
study. 
1[aps and the consequent map references in history 
textb ooks are improving but still have :much to be desired. 
nrn spite of' great improvements- in rec-ent years,n says. 
Horn2 JJ ntextbooks. are still c.ornraonly deficient in maps., 
pictures, and other visual aids, and those that are 
provided are often ineffectively related to the reading 
matter. Textbook in geography, in general, are far b etter 
in these particulars than are those in historytt. 
The use of maps is universally recogniz-ed in the 
1Avery Craven, "Objee.tives: in Hiatory, 1t Firat 
Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies . 
Philadeiphia~~cKinley PUblishing Company, 1931. P• 27. 
t o 
2Ernes.t Horn, Methods. of Instruction in the · Social 
Studi es. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons;-'1937. P• 213. 
rield of geography. Yet, their use is still limited in 
history textbooks. Hornl says: 
Maps must be accorded a pre-eminent 
place among the visual aids to learning in the 
social studies. In fact, they are indispensable 
to the thought of the scholar. "Only the 2 grosser facts of complex oecurances,n Bowman 
points out, "can be retained in the mind." The 
net of knowledge relationship is now world-wide 
and the individual facts in any field have 
become available in numbers that are overwhelm-
ing unless pictorialized. • • • Both the 
assembly of the data and the regional application 
of the results are facilitated and given meaning 
through relationship best displayed on maps. 
In setting up criteria for evaluating maps Kelty3 
favors the use of pictorial maps because of their interest 
and believes that their deficiencies may be offset by 
using with them other more accurate maps. Another type 
mentioned by Kelty is the outline map to be used in 
testing. The use of maps of ndifferent scales and sizes 
and typesn is advised by her in order that pupils do not 
-
associate a given place with a certain map. 
Klapper4 sums up very well the part the map plays 
in the teaching of history as a Geographical Considera-
tion, with their Pedogogical Correlations as compared to 
1
.Ib1de 1 P• 388. 
1_1_ 
2rsaiah Bowman, Geofraphy in Relation to the Social 
Sciences. New York: Char es scr!Dner*s Sons;-1~. PP• 46-
47. 
3Mary G. Kelty, Learning and Tea chiEf Histou in the 
Middle Grades. Boston: Ginn anCiC!ompany ,936. PP• !'7'-lfa'; 
4Ibid. 1 P• 51. 
their Historical Coorelations. He advances the follow-
ing considerations and correlations: 
1. Geographical Considerations 
a. Geograph~ and history are interrelated 
for their mutual benefit. 
b. Map work sharpens the child's idea of 
distance, direction, and location. 
e. Maps show the significance of such 
geographic factors as location, climate, 
and soil. 
2. Pedagogical Correlations 
a. The map mates for greater clarity. 
b. It introduc:es an effective visual aid. 
e. It provokes greater self activity of the 
pupil. 
d. It unifies the fields of geography and 
history. 
e. Economical forms of testing essential 
facts are afforded. 
3. Historical Correlations 
a. The map shows. the degree to which history 
is influenced by physical forces. 
b. It helps in the visualization of c·ertain 
phases of history. 
e. A vital aid in retaining c-ertain kinds 
of facts of history is provided by the 
map. 
Bournel elaborates on a special type of map 
peculiar to history textbooks and used in a very restrict-
ed sense, over and above the contemporary or historical 
map. He says: 
There is a third map which should also be 
used, although its use is restricted to times 
of discovery, exploration, and conquest. This 
map is based on the knowledge the people of the 
period had of the places they were seeking to 
reach. The voyage of Columbus becomes intellig-
ible only attar a glance at Toscanelli 1 s map or 
Behaim's globe. The early history of America 
l Ibid. 1 P• 140. 
12 
can be better understood if the student 
examines maps which embody the explorer's 
ideas of the size and shape of the lands 
that lay behind the frontier settlements. 
To show relative and exact locations, important 
as these matters are, is only one of the many functions 
served by maps. Their tunc tiona, a:ecording to Thralls1 , 
are to show the following descriptive facts euneerning 
cultural and natural items: 
1. relative and exact location, 
2. relative and exact area of extent, 
3. relative and exact distance, 
4. shape of a given human or natura·l item on 
patterns of their distribution, 
5. elevations and slopes of land, and 
6. the distribution of cultural and natural 
items. 
The types of understanding, abilities, and habits 
required for the proper use of maps are, aecording to 
Thralls2• as follows: 
1. The ability to translate a map into landscape 
imagery-, 
2. an understanding of the distinctive types of 
information that can best be expressed in 
maps, 
3. the ability to read such types of information 
:f'rom maps and to raise ques,tions concerning 
the facts shown, 
4. the ability to translate into map language, 
information expressed in statistics and reading 
material or secured from field studies-, and 
5. the babi t of consulting maps. 
The following criteria listed for maps in American 
lzoe A· Thralls, 0 The Use o:f' Maps in Geographic 
Instruction. 0 The Journal of the Na·tional Education 
Association 21:~. Decimber,~3~. 
2-Ibid., P• 301. 
1 3 
History Textbooks by Hartleyl are so well stated and 
so apropos to the present research project that they are 
quoted in full: 
1. The projection should be suited to the purpose 
for which the map is employed. 
2. No map should be used that is less than halt 
a page, and a full page one is preferred. 
3. All mapa should be as accurate as possible. 
4. Employ universal color scheme in all physical 
maps greener the green, the lower the eleva-
tion; the browner the brown, the higher the 
elevation. 
5. Should be properly spaced near the text they 
illustrate. 
e. Keep maps simple, avoid too much detail. Show just as much data as is necessary to get the 
main point across. 
7. Shading and coloring on maps should be clear 
and pleasing. 
a. Complicated battle maps, economic maps, and 
the like should be reserved for advanced 
students. 
9. Picture maps and other interesting types of 
maps should be introdue·ed where they will serve 
to stimulate interest. 
10. Every map should ba.ve a legend. 
It will be noted that item nine in the above list 
bears out Kelty and others on the use of pictorial maps. 
wesley2 in his book, Teaching ~ Social studies, 
reports a study made to determine the listing of maps 
found in forty soeial studies textbooks. It was found 
that the median number of maps and gra~ha was rather 
1arge ~or most o~ the history textbooks. 0~ the forty 
lwilliam H. Hartley, ~Audio-Visual Materials and 
Techniques,~ seventeenth Yearbook of the National Council 
~ ~ Social Studies, 1945. P• 3~.---
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2Edgar Bruce wesley and Mary A. Adams, Teachipg 
Soc1a1 Studies in Elementa!! Schools. Boston: D. c. Heath 
and Company, 19~. PP• 3a1- a2. 
textbooks surveyed it was determined that only eighteen 
listed the black-and-white maps while seven more listed 
the colored maps only. 
Walshl, in her study, analyzed the maps pertaining 
to world War I, found in ten junior high school history 
textbooks. She found that in all textbooks a tota~ of 
sixteen maps were used of which number there were nine 
different mapa. The number of maps ranged from thnee in 
one textbook to one in five t~books. She concluded that 
every textbook author recognized the need for a·t least one 
map although there a;ppea:-red to be a wide differenc-e of 
opinion regarding which map to uae, and that the majority 
of maps were detailed with few showing causes and results. 
The following analyses of textbooks are mentioned 
briefly because the writer of this thesis found them ot 
value in setting up a procedure to follow and reterenee 
guidance to the preaent work. 
Mciaughlin2, analyzed the references to maps 
1_5 
found in the activities of fifth grade geography textbooks. 
~ily L. Walsh, "An jnalysis of the Treatment of 
World War I in Ten Junior High School History Textbooks·." 
Unpublished Maater's Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education. 1946. PP• 42-46. 
2Henry J. Mciaughlin, "Analysis of Referenc'es to 
Maps Found in Activities OUtlined in Fifth Grade Geography 
Textbooks.•t Unpublished :Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1951. 
nwyerl analyzed map references in the running 
textbooks of five fifth grade geography textbooks. 
Osborne2 analyzed maps found in European back-
ground history textbooks for middle grades. 
Basqu113 analyzed maps found in seven fifth grade 
American History Textbooks. 
Houston4 made a study of the supplementary reading 
references in sixth grade textbooks in 1948. He used 
eleven textbooks that were commonly used as sixth grade 
texts and that were concerned with old world backg~ounds 
in history. 
The following chapters in this study will attempt 
to determine just what are the characteristics of the map 
references in eight history textbook series. 
~ry E. Dwyer~ ~Analysis of Map References in 
Running Texts of Five Fifth Grade Geography Texts.~ 
Unpublished Master's Thesis~ Boston University School of 
Education~ 1951. 
2Mary E. Osborne 1 "An Analysis of the Maps Found 
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in European Background History Textbooks for Middle Grades." 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1949. 
3Lewis Basquil, ttAn Analysis of the Ma~s Found in 
Seven Fifth Grade American History Textbooks. Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1949. 
4.rohn Houston, "Analysis of the Supplementary 
Readi~ References in Social Studies Textbooks of the Sixth 
Grade. Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1948. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The purpos·e of this s:tudy is to analyze the map 
:t-eferences i'ou.nd in the running textual ma1ier1al and 
activities of eight history ttextboOk series. The text-
books were picked from the same series in both the 
fifth and sixth grade levels. The textbooks used in 
this study were: 
A.6. 
B5. 
B6. 
C5. 
C6. 
D5e 
oo. 
E5. 
E6. 
Cordier, R. w., and Robert, E. B., Histog 
ot ~ JpJerica. New York: Rand McNai '1 1 I§'sr;--
cordier, R. w., and Robert, E. B., Histo!; 
of World Peoples. New York: Rand McNii '11 
!'§'49. 
Moore, Clyde B., Painter, Fred B., Carpenter, 
Helen M., Lewis, Gertrude M., Build!¥§ ~ 
America. New York: CharleS? Scribner s 
Sons, 1953. 
Moore, Clyde B., Painter, Fred B.1 Ca~penter, Helen M., Lewis, Gertrude M., Bui~ding Our 
World. New York: Charles Scr!bneris Sons, 
1953. 
Lansing, Marion, Chase, w. Linwood, and 
Nevins, Allan, Makers !!. the A.merieas. Boston: 
D. c·. Heath and Company, 'I'§O'l. 
Hartman, Gertrude, saunders, Lucy s., Nevins, 
Allan, Builders of the Old World. Boston: 
D. c. Heath and Company;-1'951. 
Maguill'e 1 Edna., The .§!QIT ot American Freedom. 
N (!ff1 York: Macm.I!I'an"CrOmpiiiy, 1952 • 
Maguire, Edna, Backgrounds ot American 
F:rr.eedom. New York: Jlicmllian Company, 1953. 
Barker, Eugene c., Cavanah, Frances, and Webb, 
Walter Pe 1 Our New Nation. New York: Row 
Peterson an~ompany, 1952. 
Grtmm, Mabel Rockwood, Hughes, Matilda, and 
Brutm, Geoffrey, The Old world. New York: 
Row Peterson and Company, 1952. 
1_8 
FS. Beeby• Daniel J., Hanna, Joyce L., and 
McClure, c. H., OUr Count,&• New York: 
Laidlaw Brothers;-!952. 
F6. McClure, c. H.~ Schreck• Charles c., 
Wright, w. w., A World Background for the 
United States. New: York: raid!aw'"Brothe'rs, 
1946. 
G5 • Southworth, Gertrude Van Duyn, and south• 
worth, John Van Du.yn, Ea1l'jl D~ti in ~ !!!. 
world. New Yorks Iroquo s Pu isning 
Company, 1950. 
G6. Southworth, Gertrude Van Duyn, and South-
wol1th, John Van Duyn. Lots M.Q_ in the Old 
World. New York: Iroquo s 1.5U6l.Iih1ng -
Company, 1950. 
H5. Kelty, Mary Ge 1 The Story of Life in America. 
Boston: Ginn and!Compan7,-r9~--
H6. Kelty, Mary G., Other lands and other Times. 
Boston: Ginn and Company, ~§Sr. 
Hereafter in this study each textbook will be 
designated by the letter beside whiCh it appears in the 
above list rather than by title. 
The writers were ~irst concerned with items 
closely related to map referencea-. Classifications for 
these items were s·et up according to the following plan. 
Number ~ maps. The number of maps in each text-
book were counted. In cases where a single map occupied 
two pages two maps were aounted. In some ea-ses more than 
one map appeared on a single page and were counted as in-
dividual maps. :Maps showing a globe are also included 
in this tabulation. The results of this fifth and sixth 
grade tabula-ttion can be seen in Tables I and II with & 
comparison of both in Table III. 
Number ,2!. Pages ~ ~ per map. The total 
number of pages per textbook was determined by counting 
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all pages f'ollowing the table of contents excluding the 
index. The average number of' pages of written material 
per map was found by dividing the total number of pages 
in each textbook by the total number of maps f'ound in 
each textbook. Results can be seen in Tables I and II. 
Color S!.! maps • The c:elor used on the maps was 
broken down into two main categories, those 1n black and 
white, and those employing other colors. Results can be 
seen in Tables 1)1 and V. 
NumberS!.! times ~~map appeared. The 
writers thought it would be interesting to note the number 
of times the word map appeared other than in a 11ef'erence. 
The words chart, mapped and mapping were also included 1n 
the tabulation of' the different textbooks. The results 
of this can be seen in ~ables VII and VIII. 
~ !! maps. The size of maps was broken down 
into full page, 3/4 page, 2/3 page, l/2 page, l/3 page 
and 1/4 page. In cues where a single map occupied two 
pages, the portion appearing on each page was eounted 
separatel). Results can be seen in Tables X and XI. 
Definition, loeation, classif'ication, ~ 
distribution ~ ~ J1eferenoes. It was dete~ed that, 
for analytieu purposes, a map :ueference would be def'ined 
as one sentenee in any part of the running t:extbook or 
activities, directing the pupil to one map, or to a globe 
for location or obaerv.ation of information thereon 
2 0 
repreaented. 
If more than one map was referred to within one 
sentence the sentence was. broken down and considered as. 
more than one reference. 
Any sentence~ asking questions requiring map use 
tQ answer were considered as separate map references. 
encea:: 
Examples of items considered aa single refer-
Using the map on page 289 locate: 
Charleston, SOuth Carolina; Vicksburg, Miss• 
issippi; APpomattox, Virginia; Atlanta, Georgia; 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. 
Trace the Wilderness Road on the map, 
pagel72. 
The following a:ue sentences which direct the pupU 
to two maps, so are considered as two references. 
Study the picture of the globe on page 3 
and the map of the world: on pages 20 and 21. 
Follow any two meridians tram the equator 
north to the North Pole on the globe, and then 
on the Mercator map on page 50. 
The following emmples a~e quesltions eon&idered 
aa. single references. 
Can you discover with the help of a map 
where the French might h&ve found a good route 
from lake Erie to the Atlantic Ocean? 
In what direction from the United sta~es 
is each possess1onf 
All of the mat ter in each history textbook was 
r ead , examined, and analyzed for map r.eferenc~s . Cla~si­
f'ieat iona for the various phases· o~ the ma.ter1ail were 
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set up according to what was found in the vaTious' 
t -extbooks. The resulting plan follows: 
References reguiring ~S!! £!~globe. The 
neferences in eaeh of the sixteen textbooks' were examined 
and analyzed as to their neferenc·e to a globe. Some 
examples follow: 
If' you look at the globe~ which is the 
most accurate model of the earth that we have, 
you will aee that the meridiana all come 
together a~ the poles. 
On a globe with the help of a string, 
measure the d1stanae by rail and ship with the 
air distancr.e betw.een Chicago, nlinois, and 
Leningrad, Russia. 
Each reference \'l8iS analyZ'ed to d:etermine whether 
a single map was intieated. In some ins,tana:es the uae 
ot a single map was tmplied and was recorded' as one 
definitely stated. some examples follow: 
Traders who crossed this rough, dry land 
followed a road that seems long and very 
crooked on the map. 
Turn back to the map on page 10 to acee 
how far the land of the Incas extended. 
References requir_itlfi ~ ,!!! ,2!: more ~ .2!1! maR• 
In analyzing the references it was found that not too ·many 
requined the use of more tban one map. N!Y reference that 
di rected the pupil to mol!e than one map, on-· to a map and 
a globe was considered. Examples follow: 
On a world ma-p or on a globe trao-e 
the routte followed by Magellan. 
Look at some railroad maps and s_:ee 
if the~~ e.ities: a~e on big railroad lines. 
The results of the nmneriaal distribution of map 
1referenc:es requiring the UB'e of a globe, one map or more 
than one map may be f'ound in Tables XIII and XIV. 
The J7.eferene:es w;ere then divided into categories 
according to the type of map which was involved. The map 
types used were: 
1. Physical-political, political. 
2. Speeia:l purpose. This included small maps 
showing a portion of a small (aDmettmea 
blown up) _.. tor a pa,rticular purpos-e. 
3. Globe. 
The results of the location and c:lassif'icatlon of 
map references al!'e shown in Tables XVI and XVII. 
The last step in this section of the study was to 
determine the distribution of' these map references. For 
this purpose, the following info~ion wa~ ~eeorded tor 
each textbook. 
1. Number of page& containing material. lit!Y 
page crontaining material in whole or in 
part was inelwied. Tables XVIII and XIX. 
2. The number of pagea of material containing 
no map ref'erenc:es. Tables XXI and XXII. 
3. The number of pages containing one reference, 
two r.ef'erenc'es, tlmee references, etc. 
Tables XXIV and x::t;Jf. 
Methods .2£. d:1rect1ng pupil.s .!:2. map ~· A l.ist of 
the various techniques used to direct the pupil to map 
use was ma:de from what was found in the tex.tbooks used 
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in the study. Attar these items w,ere listed, they were 
arranged according to similarity of expression or meaning. 
The referenees were then classified and tabulated accord-
1ngly. 
A referena.e was included in a particular e.lassi-
tieation a~cording to the word or phrase of a direetional 
nat'WI"e found in the reference. 
In the following section the various methoda of 
direction a1ll!e lis;ted and illustrated: 
1. Directions: using the word look. 
a. Look, or look 88&in• a.-t the map •••• 
b. If you look at a globe or map • • • • 
o. Now look at the map • • • • 
d. Look on the map or maps • • • • 
e. You need or may need to look • • • • 
If you look at a map of northern Canada, you 
will find Davis strait and Baffin Bay. 
Look at the map on page 11'7. 
Directions using the word show. 
-
a. The (this) map shows. or will show 
be Shown on the map • • • • 
c. As shown by (on) the map •••• 
de on the (this) map (maps;) is (are) 
shown • • • • 
• • • • 
The map on page 54 shows a number of new 
settlements made in 1623. 
In 1574 the line was drawn between these 
two groups of settlements. as shown on the map 
above. 
Diree.tiona' using the word&i find or locate. 
-
a. You can. ma,-, or will find on the 
map • • • • b. Where you find on the map • • • • 
c. Find or loe~e on the map • • • • 
d. On the map you find • • • • 
You ean find their route on the map on 
pages 135-13'7. 
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Locate on the map the negion of the last 
frontier. 
4. Directions using the word see. 
-
a. (As) you ean, may, or will see on 
the map •••• 
b. On the map you saw • • • • 
c. You can see from the map • • • • 
d. (As) you saw on the map •••• 
e. See the map • • • • 
As you can see on the map on page 101 these lands are south of the Tropic of Cancer. 
On the map on page 51 you saw how the rivers 
divide the land into long peninsulas. 
5. Directions using the word turn. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Turn, or turn ba:ek to the map 
U you turnit or turn back, to 
map • • • • Turn often to the (this) map • 
Turn to the map on pages 394-395. 
• • • • the 
• • • 
Turn back to the map on page~ 28-29 and 
notice how near Coronado came to the farthest 
point of De Soto's route. 
e. Directions using the word crompare. 
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•• Get maps and compare with the map • • •• 
be Compare the size, shape or place on a 
map • • • • 
c. Compare the map, with the map •••• 
Compare the size of Greenland with the size 
of Africa on the globe. 
Compare the map of the Northwest territory 
with a geography map of the same region to find out 
the names of the five states that were made from 
the Northwest territory. 
7. Directions using the word tell. 
a. You can tell from the map • • • • 
b. The dates on the map tell • • • • 
c. The map tells you • • • • 
d. From the map you can tell • • • • 
The map tells you what kind of land the 
settlers found. 
The dates on the map tell you when each 
settlement was started. 
a. Directions using the words notice or ~· 
a. Notice or note on the map • • • • 
b. Notice how or which • • • • 
o. Notice that • • • • 
Notice that Russia was part of the Asiatic 
Empire. 
Note on the map how each section was 
gained. 
9. Directions of an assignment type. 
a. · Follow or you can follow on the 
map • • • • b. study from a map or use a map to 
study • • • • 
c. Use, place, draw, or show on a map 
or outline map • • • • 
d. Point out from the map or 
globe •••• 
e. Measure on a globe or map • • • • 
t. Check from the (your) map •••• 
g. Use the map to (help) answer, 
explain • • • • 
h. ·you can trace on the map • ••• 
i. Trace on the map • • • • 
u• Trace on the globe •••• 
k. Trace or make a map from the map 
on page • • • • 
Trace the Wilderness Road on the map, 
page 172. 
study the smal.l map of Yorktown on page 145. 
Follow the route of the first voyage of 
Columbus from Pales, Spain, to the Canary Islands 
and then across to San Salvador. 
Point out the state of Illinois on the map. 
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Show on a large world map the places 
where American ships were beginning to visit 
the West Indies, Europe, South America, China. 
On a new outline map ot the United st.ates, 
draw these overland routes by whieh the ea~ly 
settlers moved westwa~d. 
10. Diree~ions using various words, referring to 
map representation. 
a. The map on page, or on this page • • • • 
b. The maps on page • • • • 
e. The map (maps) will help •••• 
d. Marked on the, or your, map • • •• 
e. If you have a map (globe) •••• 
If you have a globe, you can easily see where 
the line should be drawn on the other side of the 
earth. 
It was the place marked Hawikuh on your map 
on pages 28-29. 
11. References c.onsisting of 1 or including ques-
tions requiring map use to answer. 
How did the location of these places help the 
Norsemen to reach Wineland? 
What natural difficulties did the explorers 
meet'? 
About what part of the total area' was left 
to Germany? 
The results of this analysis may be found 
on Tables XXVI and XXVII. 
T1pes ~ pupil activity ~ textual map references. 
The next step the writers undertook was the analysis of 
the types of activities which the pupil would be expected 
to carry on in each reference. 
The various types of activities found in the text-
books were listed and grouped. Then each reference was 
classified according to the type of activity which it 
involved. In the following section the classifications 
are defined and illustrated. 
A. Location or observation of one type of area, 
feature, or characteristic. Examples: 
On a large map locate Texas. 
Find an atla·s · or a geography textbook 
showing the fall line. 
Find the Sabine River on the map on 
page 338. 
B. Location or observation of more than one type 
of area feature, or characteristic. Examples: 
On a world map loeate the following: North 
Ameriaa, Massachusetts, Alask~, Greenland, 
Asia, SWeden, Maine, and Europe. 
The map shows that there was a great 
difference between the English and French 
Colonies. 
To see where they landed, find on the map 
on pages 28-29 the line that shows 
latitude of 35°. 
c. Observation of the nature, purpose, or value 
of a specified map, and, in some caBes, an 
introductory interpretation. Examples: 
Most of the early settlements in 
Pennsylvania were made in the south-
eastern part of the colony. This map 
shows a number of these settlements. 
You can find some of the early settlements 
with their dates on the map on page 51. 
D. Map reading or interpretation--to answer 
questions or give explanations. Examples: 
Locate the Rio Grande and Nueces Rivers 
on a map. Why was a dispute raised as to 
which was the proper botllldary between 
Texas and Mexico1 
Locate the Northw.est Territory on a wall 
map. Into what five states was it later 
divided. 
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E. Recall of area·s~ features# or character-
istics pr eviously observed. Ex~mples: 
On the map on page 51 you saw how 
the rivers divide the land into long 
peninsu1as. 
A few French fur traders had traveled 
over it long before as you saW:· on the 
map on page 84. 
F. Trace or follow a given route, or trace or 
follow a given route and observe character-
iatics. Examples: 
You can follow De Soto's route on the map 
on pages. 28-29. 
If you turn to the map on pages 28-29 you 
will be able to follow their long journeys. 
G. Transfer of locational or interpretational 
information to an outline map. Examples: 
On an outline map of the world, color the 
countries which are members of the u. N. 
If a signpost shows that a: u. s. Highway 
runs through your community# draw the 
entire route of that particular numbered 
highway on an outline map of the United 
states. 
H. Comparison activities. Examples: 
Get highway maps of the western states: 
and compare them with the map on page 174. 
Compare this part of the line, too, with 
the line on the map. 
I. Location or observation of an area-, feature, 
or characteristic with some explanatory or 
directional material. EXamples: 
Study the map of the world on pages 20 and 
21. Be sure you understand the map markings 
or symbols, such as dots to show the 
location of cities and shaded lines to show 
the location of mountains. 
The statement on a map that tells what is 
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shown and explains how to use the map 
is called a legend. Look at the legend 
in the lower lefthand corner of the map 
on pages 216·217. 
J. Measuring activities. Examples: 
On a globe measure the distance from 
New York City to California, then 
across the Pacific to Hawaii and from 
there to China. 
Now measure the distance from New York 
north and west through Canada, through 
Alaska, and straight to China. 
The results of this analysis may be found 
on Tables XXIX and XXX. 
CHAPTER Ttl 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study is to anal:yze the map 
ref'erencea found in the running text: and activities: or 
eight history textbook series on the fifth and aixth 
grade levels:. 
Tables; I through XI show:· the initial at epa, in this 
analysis. These tables include the following: 
Tables I and II. Number of maps and number of 
pages of text per map. 
Tables lV and V. Numerical distribution of all 
maps according to color-. 
Tables V'II and VIII. Number of times the word: 
map appears other than in a referen.e:e. 
Tables X and XI. Size of maps. 
Te.bleu XIII through XXXI deal with the ana:J.ys·is off.· 
map. n-eferene·es· found in the s:ixt:een textbooks and ineJ.ude 
the follow-ing: 
Tables XIII and XIV:e NUmerical. distribution of 
map referenees requirirlg the use of a globe, one 
map~ or more than one map. 
Tables XVI and XVII. Number and per e:ent of types 
of map references. 
Tables XVIII and XIX. Number and per cent of pages 
containing or omitting map references. 
Tables XXI and XXII. The distribution of map 
references. 
Tables XXJ.V, and x::x_v:. Number a.nd per cent:- of map 
referenees grouped according to distribution 
characteristics. 
Tables XVI and XVII. Methods of direction to 
map us-e in map references. 
Tables XIX andi :XXX. Types· of activities involved 
in map references. 
'I'o further intens·i:fy this study a comparison 
between the :ti:f'th and sixth grade levela is shown in the 
following tables: 
Table III. Comparison between fifth and s·dxth 
grade levels in regard to number of pagea of text, 
number of maps and number of pages of text per 
map found in eight history textbook aeries. 
Table VI. Comparison between fifth and sixth 
grade level& in regard to the numerical distribu-
tion ot maps according to color found 1n eight 
history textbook s ;eries. 
Table IX. Comparison between f'i.f'th and sixth 
grade levels in regall'd: to the number of times: the 
word map appears other than in references in eight 
history textbook a:eries·. 
Table XII. Comparison between fifth and sixth 
grade levels in regard to the size. of 1:1aps: appear-
ing in eight history textbook s~ries. 
Table xvr. Comparison between the fifth ans sixth 
grade levels 1n regard to the numerical distribu-
tion of map reference&. requiring the use of a 
globe, one map, or more than one map, found in 
eight history textbook aeries. 
Table :xx. Comparison between fifth and sixth 
grade levels 1n regard to the number and per c.~nt 
of pages e~ntaining or omitting map reference~ 
found in eight history textbook series. 
Table XXIII. Comparison between fifth and sirth 
grade levels· 1n regard to the distribution of 
textual map references· found in eight hiatory 
textbook aeries:. 
Table XXVIII. C:omparison of the frequency 
tabulationa· of the vario~ methods of directions< 
to map use, found in eight fifth and sixth 
grade history textbook series • 
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Table XXXI. Comparison of the types of 
activities involved in textual map re:f'erene:ea 
found in the fifth and sixth grade h1a¢ory 
textbook s:er1ea. 
To distinguish between the fifth and sixth grade 
te.xtbook:r# the number five or six is added af't:er its. 
respective grade level 1n all comparison tablea .. 
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TABLE I 
The initial step in this· analysis of map refer• 
once& in the eight fifth grade history textbook serie~ 
consista in counting the number o't maps contained in 
each text. 
Table I shows that there is a tota:l of 213 maps, 
with an average of 26.53 mapa for the eight texts. 
Textbooks E and F-have the least amount with nine each. 
Textbook A, with twenty-three maps, comes the closesct: 
to the average amount for the eight texts. 
The average number of pages of t -ext- is found to 
be 420.25 for the eight textbooks. Textbook H, with 585 
pages;, contains the most number of page~ ot textual 
material while '!textbook .A baa the fewest with 268 pages. 
The average number of pages of t--e.xt: pe:rr map is: 
found to be 16.01. Textbook C bas the lowest ~erage 
number of pages of text per map with 10e44 while TextboOk 
F bas; the highest; with an a~Verage of 42.00. Textbook B 
cromea eloaeat to the average tor the eight tats wd. th an 
average of 14.13 pages ot tazt; per map. 
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TABLE I 
TO'l'AL NU.IBER OF PAGES, TOTAL NUMBER OF MAPS, AND 
AVER.A.GE NUMBER OF PAGES OF TEX'JY: PER MAP FOUND m 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Textbook NUmber of pages NUmbel!' of NUmbett' ot pages. 
ot text maps at t:e= pelt •P 
.l 268 23 11.65 
B 452 32 14.13 
0 44:9 43 10.44 
D QO 34 12.05 
E 373 9 41.44 
F 378 9 42.00 
G 495 19 26.05 
H 585 44 13.30 
Average 426.25 26.6S 16.01 
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TABLE II 
The initial s~ep 1n this analysi~ of map reten-
ences in the eight sixth grade history texts oonsiat 
in the counting of the number of maps contained 1n each 
text. 
Table II Showa the total number of pages, total 
number o~ maps. and number of pages of ten per map found 
in each text. Table II in an O"Ml!-all view shows· a total 
of 194 maps • or an average of 2-4.25 maps for the eight 
texts. Text A has the major1t'1 ot mapa with thirty-tov. 
while Text E has the minority with only thirteen. Texta 
B and C. both have twenty-eight per te2ts·, Text D is next-
in total w4th twenty-nine. 
The average number of pages; ot text 1& 428 for 8lll 
eight it.exta. This figtma is diVided by the averase 
number of mapa whieh results: 1n an average of 17.66 pages! 
ot texts per •P• Texts F • G and H are below in number 
of pages ot textt per map. While Text Cl approximates the 
normal average tor tha eight texts with 15.03 pages ot· 
text per map. 
:rt woul.d a,eem f'rom the average number of' maps 
24.25 to total numbeu of pageS! 428 thatt the text·s; offer 
a prais:ewonhy number ot maps pa1.!ticul.atrly in Te:xita .l 
and D. 
nl-"'1 
._)I 
TABLE II 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES 1 TOTAL NUMBER OF MAPS, AND 
AVERAGE NUJIBER OF PAGES OF TEXT PER M..lf FOUND IN 
EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Textbook Number ot pages Number ot BUmber ot pages 
ot text maps of text pen- map 
.& 292 34 e.sa 
B 486 28 17.35 
0 449 28 16.03 
D 414 29 14.32 
E 438 13 33.69 
F 504 19 26.52 
G 436 22 19e81 
H 408 21 19.42 
Average 428 24.25 17.66 
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TABLE III 
Table III shows, comparisons between the fifth 
and sixth grade levela with regard to number of page~, 
number of maps and number ot pages of text per map found 
in the eight history textbook series. 
All ot the series have approximately the same 
number ot pages of textual material on both grade levels~ 
with the exception ot Series E, F and H. Textbook E5 
has: 373 pages while Textbook E6 contain&; 438 pages; Text-
book F5 has 378 pages with 504 for Textbook F6'; and 
Textbook H5 containa: 58& pageSl while Textbook H6: haa 408 ' 
pages ot textual material. 
Series~ G~ E~ D and B have similar totel~t1 for the 
number of mapa, on both grade 1evela. Of the remaining 
seriea a w:lder variation is found. There ia a ditferenc.:e 
ot twenty-three in Series H, fifteen in Series c, eleven 
in series J., and ten in Series F, between the total numbe-:n· 
ot maps on both grade levela. 
With regard to the number of pages: of text per map, 
series A, B and D have approJd.ma>tely the same totals: on 
both grade levela. The number of pageSl of te~ per map 
varies in the remaining series. Differences of 6.41 pages; 
for seriea C, 7.75 tor Seriea E~ 15.70 for SerieSlF1 6.2. 
tor series· G, and 6.1~ page~ for Series H, are note&_ 
between the average number of pag~ ot te~ per map on 
both grade levels. 
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TABLE III 
COMPARISONS B:ETWEEN FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE LEVELS-' IN 
REGARD TO NUMBER OF PAGES OF TEXT 1 NUMBER OF MAPS 
AND NUMBER OF PAGES OF TEXT PER :M.A.P FOUND IN 
EIGHT HISTORY TErl~OOK SERIES 
Textbook Number of pages Number of Number of pages: of 
ot t :e:mtt maps text per •P 
AS 268 23 11.55 
A6 292 34 a.sa 
B5 452 32 14.13 
B6 486 28 17.35 
05 449 43 10.44 
06 449 28 16.03 
D5 410 34 12.05 
D6 414 29 14.27 
E5 373 9 41.44 
E6 438 13 3~.69 
F5 378 9 42.00 
F6 504 19 26.52 
G5 495 19 26.05 
G6 436 22 19.81 
H5 585 44 13.30 
H6 408 21 19.42 
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TABLE IV 
Table IV showa the numerical distribution of the 
maps: found in the textbooka, a"Ccording to e:olor.• The maps'. 
in eaeh text; are sepa-rated into two groups:, namely: 
(l) those maps~ in black and white only, and (2) those 
map~ containing any color other than, or in addition to 
black and white. 
Out of a total of 2l.:f· mapa: in the textbooks 
examined, 149 are black and white and 64 crontain crolors 
other than, or in add! tion to, black and whi t:e. The 
eolored map~ represent approx1m&tely thirty per cent of 
the total.. 
Textbook H eontains the most maps with forty-fo~. 
none of whieh w:ere colored. Textbook C ranks s::eeond 1n 
total number having forty-thu.ee, whieh includes twenty-
four black and wh1 te and nineteen other than blaek and 
white. Textbook A contain& the most even distribution 
between the two types in that out of a total of twenty-
three maps, twelve' are black and white and eleven are 
other than black and wh1 te. The onl,- textbook that 
eontaina all eolored maps is Textbook F ~th a total of 
nine. Textbook E, also with a total of nine maps, baa 
three black and white and six other than black and white. 
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TABLE TV 
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF MAPS ACCORDING TO COLOR 
FOUED IN EIGHT F:Qi!TH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Textbook Black and White Other Than Total 
Bla:ck and White 
A 12 ll 23 
B 32 32 
c 24 19 43 
D 21 lS 34 
E 3 6 9 
F 9 9 
G 13 6 19 
H 44 44 
Total 149 64 213 
4 2 
TABLE V 
This table lists the numerieal distribution or 
mapa: found in the texts: according to e.olo:tte The mapa 
in each text are aepaated into two groups, those 1n 
black and white and those containing colors other than 
o:r including black and whit e. 
out ot & total ot 194 mapa preaent in the eight 
tGtbooka exam1ne«BJ, 114 a:ne black and white and eighty 
are varied color. The color maps~ represent more than 
:f'orty-two per cent of the total mapa in us~e. '!'extbooka 
A, E and F employ more colored mapa than the ordinary 
black and white. ~extbook E contain& nine~een colored 
mapa and no black and white. Diametrieally opposite this 
is Textbook H which uaes: twenty-one black and white and 
no colored maps. 
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TextboOk B contains the greater number ot black and 
white mapa using twenty-two. Textbook A eont&ins· the 
greater number ot colored mapa employing twent,.. It is 
evident that Textbook E eontains the most even distribution 
with :f'omr black and white and nine eoler·ed maps;. However, 
this same tatbook eontail'l8 the sma.1leat total number of 
maps, thirteen. While Textbook A contains· the greater 
numerical distribution with fomrteen in blaelt and whit.e 
and twenty 1n coloP' for a total of thirty-four mapa. 
It woul.d appear that the use of color- maps to high-
light feattmes of his-tory- is a very commendable feature .• 
TABLE V 
NUMERICAL DISTRJlHJ'fiON OF MAPS ACCORDING TO COLOR 
FOUND m EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES: 
Textbook Black and Other Than Black Total 
White and. White 
A 14 20 34 
B 22 6 28 
c 18 10 28 
D 20 9 29 
E 4 9 13 
F 19 19 
G 15 7 22 
H 21 21 
Total 114 80 194 
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TABLE VI 
Table VI relates' eomparisons between the fifth 
ans aixth grade levels; 1n regard to the numerical 
distribution o~maps according to eolovf'ound in the 
eight history textbook s:eriea. 
The total number of bla~ andwhite: mapa is 149 
on the fifth grade level and 114 on the sizth grade level. 
The fifth grade level has a total of s1%ty-fotm maps other 
than blaek and white, while the sixth grade level has 
eighty. 
All of the aer1 es have approximately the same 
number of bla'Ck and white maps on both grade levels, with 
the exee.ption of Series B, C and H. ~extbook B5 has 
thirty-two black and white maps: while Textbook B6 containa 
twenty-tw.o; Textbook C5 bas twenty-four, with eighteen for 
Textbook C6; and Textbook H5 contains- forty-four, wbile 
Textbook H6 has twenty-one black and white mapa• series F."' 
on both levela contain& no bla-ck and white maps. 
Series E and G on both grade level&; have simila-r 
totala for colored mapa. Of the remaining aeries aw~de 
variation ia noted. seriea F has the widest vaeiation 
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with Textbook D5 having thirteen while Textbook D6 contain& 
nine colored map~. 
Textbook B5• and serie~ H on both grade lovela, 
have no eo+ored mapa. 
TABLE VI 
COJIPJ.RISONS BETWEEN FIFTH .AND SIXTH GRADE LEVELS IN 
REGARD 1.1'0 THE NlJ!ItERICAL DIS'l'RIBUTION OF MAPS ACCORDING 
'rO COLOR FOUND IN EIGHT HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Textbook Black ad Other Than Black Total 
White and White 
A5 12 11 23 
A6 14 20 34 
B5 .;52 32 
B6 22 6 28 
C5 24 19 43 
06 18 10 28 
D6 21 1$ 34 
D6 20 9 29 
E5 3 6 9 
E6 4 9 13 
F6 9 9 
F6 19 19 
G5 13 6 19 
G6 15 , 22 
H5 44 44 
H6 21 21 
Fifth 149 64 213 
Total. 
Sixth 114 80 194 
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TABlE VII 
Table VII shows the total nmnber of times the 
word map appears in each of the eight fifth grade hia-tory 
textbooks, other tban in a reference. It should be 
mEI!ltioned here that the words obart, mapped and mapping 
are also incl.uded in the tabulation. 
It is found that Textbook cr contains· the greateat 
number with a total or fifty-eight out of 449 pagea: of 
textual material• Textbook G bas the lowest amount with 
a total of six out of 495 pages of textual. material. 
Textbook H, with the most pages of textual material., 
namely 585, contains forty-five. The number in the other 
books varies considerably as it is found that Textbooks A 
and F contain thirty-two each, Textbook E. has nine, Text-
boOk B baa forty and Textbook D contains thirty-three. 
The total. ntmlber of timea the word map appears in 
the eight textbooks, other than in a reference, is 255. 
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TABIB VII 
TOTAL NUldBER OF TIMES THE WORD MAP APPEARS OTHER THAN IN 
REFJmENCES, IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Textbook Number ot Times: The Word 
:Map AJ)pe&Ts 
A 32 
B 40 
c 58 
D 33 
E 9 
F 32 
G 6 
H 45 
Total. 255 
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TABLE VIII 
Table VIII shows the total number of times the 
word map appears in each textbook other than in refer-
ence. 
This table although the smallest in actual size 
proves to be the moat interesting and revealing. It 
shows that the word map appears only fifty-tour times out 
ot some 3427 pages of textual material. In Textbook F, 
G, and H the word map does not appear once other than 
in map references. That is, out ot 1348 pagea ot textual 
material other than in refereaces the word map does not 
appear. 
Textbook .A. employs the word map other than in 
reference twenty times. Textbook C ia next in order 
numerically with fourteen uses of map~ other than in 
references. Textbook D bas thirteen uses tor it other 
than in references. Textbook B was next with six and 
finally Textbook E uses the word map once other than 1n 
reference in its full text. 
It would seem that the word map should play a more 
prominent part in history textbooks than what is indicated 
above. 
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TABLE VIII 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES THE WORD MAP APPEARS OTHER THAN IN 
REFERENCES, IN EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Textbook NUmber of Times The Word 
Map .Appears 
A 20 
B 6 
0 14 
D 13 
E 1 
F 
-
G 
-
H 
-
Total 54 
so 
TABLE IX 
Table IX showSJ crompariaona between fifth and 
sixth grade levela in regard to the number of ttmes the 
word map appears in eight history textbook aeries' othe~ 
than in references. 
~e totala show a ld.de variation betw.een the grade 
levels. The fifth grade level ha~ a total of 2.55 wor~ 
while the sixth grade level e~ntaina only fifty-four 
words. 
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A wide difference is found betw,een the grade levels 
for each of the textbook series. Textbook B5 baa forty 
words while Textbook B6 aontains six. Textbook 05 eonta1ns 
fi~ty-eight while Textbook 06 baa only fourteen. Series 
F, G, and H, on the si~th grade level, do not contain 
the word map except in 1:' reference. 
In each of the aeries the fifth grade textbook 
eontains more words than does the sixth grade textbook. 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISONS BETWE:EN FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE LEVELS IN 
REGARD TO THE NUMBER OF TDmS THE WORD MAP OPEARS O'f1mR 
THAN IN REFERENCES IN EIGHT HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Textbook Number ot Times the Word 
Map APpeal!ed 
A5 32 
A6 20 
B5 40 
B6 6 
C5 58 
06 14 
D5 33 
D6 13 
E5 9 
E6 1 
F5 32 
F6 
G5 6 
G6 
H5 45 
H6 
Fifth 255 
Total 
54 Sixth 
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TABLE X 
Table X shows the sizes: of the map& appearing 
in eight fifth grade his~ory textbook&. It should be 
mentioned here that maps: w.ere tabulated by page:· and t~ 
one map appearing on a' double page was counted a-s two 
maps. 
Textbook G contained! the greatest number of full• 
page mapa with fifteen, · whereas 1 Textbook F had the least: 
with four. Textbooks A, B, D, F and H had one 3/4: page 
map apiece; the other books had none. 
A wider variety was noted with the 2/~ page mapa 
as it waa found that Textbooks B and H had five each, 
Textbook& E and F had one, Textbooks C and D eontained 
two and four respectively while none were found in Text-
books A and G. Every textbook contained at leaet one 
l/2: page map; Textbooks C and G had just that amount 
while Textbook H ha~ the largest number with adxteen. 
Textbooks; E and F contained no 1/3 or 1/4 page maps; while 
all the other textbooks: w.ere I?epresented in these 
categories. Te~book C contained the greatest number of' 
1/3 page mapa> with twenty-four while Textbook B bad the 
greatest number of 1/4 page maps with seven. 
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Text 
A. 
B 
c · 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
T.A.BLE X 
SIZES OF THE MAPS APPEARING IN EIGHT FIFTH 
GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Size ot Page 
Full 3/4 2/3 1/2 l/3 l/4 Total 
11 1 4 4 3 23 
6 1 5 9 4 7 32 
12 2 1 24 4 43 
12 1 4 10 5 2 34 
6 1 2 9 
4 1 1 3 9 
15 1 1 2: 19 
11 1 5 16 5 6 44 
Total 77 5 18 46 4S 24 213 
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TABLE XI 
Table XI shows. the si~.e of maps appearing in the 
sixth grade history textbook serieS<e The maps ee 
tabulated by page, therefore, one map appearing on a 
double page is counted as two maps • 
Textbooks B and F contain equally large number Of' 
full page maps:. with sixteen each. Textbooks· D and G 
contain a larger number of' thnee-quarter page maps with 
eleven ea-ch. Textbooks B and H contains:: five and one 
respeetf'ully1 of a siz-e not too often in use throughout 
the seriea1 namely 1 the two-third page maps::.. Te1tbook D' 
contains: a majority of the halt-size maps:, fifteen. It 
appears that all the textbooks use the half'-aize map in 
either a. greater or lesser degree. The larges~ uae of' 
the one-third si~4 map is found in Textbook C w.1th f'ouu 
in number. Textbook A c:ontains~· the lsrger us;e of the 
on e•quat.rt er page map w1 th s:even • 
Table XI aeems to indicate tha·t the full page map 
is evident more often than any of the other siZ'eS' to a . 
total of eighty-si% out of a total of' 195 maps. 
The half' paoge map a:eema. to be next w.ith &' totd of 
f'orty·s~ out of' a total of 195 maps. 
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TABLE XI 
SIZES OF THE MAPS APPEARING IN EIGHT SIXTH 
GRADE HISTORY TEX'I'BOOK SERIES 
Siz·e of Page 
Text: Full 3/4 2/3 1/2 1/3 1/4 Total 
A 15 7 5 7 34 
B 16 4 5 1 1 1 28 
c 11 9 4 4 28 
D 1 11 15 2 29 
E 10 2 1 13 
F 16 2 1 19 
G 10 11 1 22 
H 7 1 1 10 1 1 21 
Total 86 34 6 45 6 17 19, 
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TABLE XII 
Table XII relate& eompln'isons between fifth and 
&i%th grade level~ in regand to the si~ea of the map~ 
appearing in eight history textbook &;erie&'. 
All of the aeriea, on both grade level&, e.ontain 
at least one full-page: ma-p. SerieS' F have the widest 
variation with Textbook F5 having :f'our full-page mapa; 
while Textbook F6 has sixteen. The fifth grade level has 
a total of seventy-s:even full-page maps; and the suth 
grade level eontains.~ a total of eighty-six. 
Series C and E, on both grade levels-, have no 
three-quarter page maps: 8lS is the ease w.1 th Textbooka F6 
and G5. The fifth grade level has a total of five three-
qua~ter page map3. while the sixth grade level ha·s lt total 
of thirty-four. 
Series A and G, on both grade levels-, aTe without 
any two-third page mapa. Textbooks: C6, D6, E6 and F6 
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also laelt two-third page maps:. The totail. for the two-
third paoge mapa are eighteen for the fifth grade level. and 
six for the sixth grade level. 
All of the aeriea, on both grade levels-, have at 
least a one-haJ.f page- map. The fi.tth grade level has 
forty-six with the sixth having forty-five. 
A.s to the one-third page mapa;, the fifth grade 
level ha·s a total of fo:rty-th:rr.ee while the sixth grade 
level has a total of sLx. Textbook C5 ha~ the largest 
number of one-third page mapa with twenty-four, while 
'Ilextbooks: A6 1 D6 and G6 have none. Series. E and F, on 
both grade levels, also lack one-third page maps·. 
The fifth grade level has a· tota~ of' twenty-four 
one-quarter page maps: and the sixth grade level contains: 
seveniteen. The w.idet:tt vatriation is' in Seri es B; Text-
book B5 has seven one-quarter page ma·ps while Textbook 
B6 has· only one. 
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TABLE XII 
COMPARISONS BETWEEN FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE LEVELS IN 
REGARD TO THE SIZEs· OF THE MAPS APPEARING IN 
EIGHT HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Size of Page 
Text Fu11 3/4 2/3 1/2 1/3 1/4 Total 
AS 11 1 4 4 3 23 
A6 15 7 5 7 34 
B5 6 1 5 9 4 7 3Z· 
B6 16 4 5 1 1 1 28 
05 12 2 1 24 4 43 
06 ll 9 4 4 28 
D5 12 1 4 10 5 2:' 34 
D6 1 11 15 2: 29 
E5 6 1 2 9 
E6 10 2 1 13 
F5 4 1 1 3: 9 
F6 16 2. l 19 
G5 15 1 1 l 19 
G6 10 ll 1 2 22:-
H5 11 1 5 16 5 6 44 
H6 7 1 1 10 1 1 21 
Fiftl 77 5 18 46 43 24 213 
Total 
sutl 86 34 6 45 6 17 194 
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TABLE XIII 
Table XIII relates the numerical distribution of 
ma.p referene.es r-equiring the use of· a globe, one map or 
more than one map found in eight fifth grade hi&tory text-
books. 
It was founQ that Textbook B contains· the greatest 
number of referene~s pertaining to a globe with a tota1 
of twelve. Following this textbook the number varies con-
siderably as it was found that Textbooks ~ and D contain 
tlmee eaeh, Textbook H has four while no referene:e to the 
use of a globe can be found in Textbooks: c, E, F, G and H. 
Textbook A containa the greatest number of refer-
ence& requiring the uae of a single map with 11'• A 
wide variation is shown in this cartegory with the range 
running from 117 in Textbook A to seven in Textbook c. 
T.extbook D also passes the hundred mark with 107 while 
Textbook E. holds third place with ninety-eight. 
Re.ferenc:es requiring the WJ;e of more than one map 
are more evenly distributed. Here they range from nine 
in Textbook D down to one in Textbook H, with none in 
Textbook G. 
The grand totals for the eight books are: use of 
globe, twenty-two; use of one map 417; and use of more 
than one map, twenty-seven. 
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TABLE XIII 
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF MAP REFERENCES REQUIRING 
THE USE OF A GIOBE, ONE MAP, OR MORE THAN ONE MAP 
FOUND IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
More Than 
Textbook Use of Globe One Map One Map 
A 3 117 2 
B 12 26 7 
0 7 4 
D 3 107 9 
E 98 2 
F 14 2 
G 29 
H 4 19 1 
Total 22 417 2'7 
TABLE XIV 
Table XIV shows the numerieal distribution ot 
map references requiring the use of a globe, one m&p or-
more than one map found in eight history textbook aeries;. 
In the fetr references made in the textbooks to 
the us:e of a globe we find Textbook A with five refer-
ences, Textbook B with five, also, Textbook c with two 
references and Textbook D with one. The other textbooks, 
that i&l1 Textbook E, Textbook F, Textbook G and Textbook 
H do not show; one single reference to the use of a globe. 
It would appear that the authors of the history textbooks 
studied do not consider glob& work has any place in the 
sixth grade. 
A major! ty of the re:f'erenc,es in this table are 
found in the US'e of one map. For, starting with the 
highest number and in deeending ordel! to the low.es..t: w.-e 
find it has ninety-two referen«e~. Textbook D with 
eighty, Textbook A has fifty-nine and the remaining fewr 
textbookSJ have figm-es below: twenty-nine. 
In the use of more than one map Textbook A is the 
outstanding example with sixty-two refer·enc:·.es. Next i~ 
Textbook B with seventeen references; and then '!rextbook C 
and E. have one refereno.e each. The other five textbooks 
do not show at all requiring the use of more than one map. 
'The overall picture shows; the us::e of one map 
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ree,eives the greateat attention in the tembook83 with 
352 references. 
Next~ the use of more than one map shows eighty-
one referenc-es. 
And., finally the use of a globe showw only 
thirteen refereneea through the entire eight textbooks. 
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TABLE XIV 
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF MAP REFERENCES REQUIRING 
THE USE OF .A. GIDBE- ONE JlAP, OR MORE THAN ONE MAP 
FOUND IN EIGH'l' SlXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
More Than 
Textbook Use ot Globe one Map one Map 
A 5 59 62 
B 5 92 17 
c 2 22 1 
D 1 80 
E 29 
F 26 
G 25 
H 19 
Total 13 352 81 
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TABLE XV 
Table XV shows comparisons betw.een the .fifth and 
sixth grade levels in regard to the numerieal distribution 
of map references requiring the uw.e o.f a globe• one map. 
or more than one map. .found in eight history textbook 
series. 
The .fifth grade level ha·s a: totaJ. of twenty-two 
references requiring the use of a globe. while the sixth 
grade level has thirteen. Series B has the widest 
variation with Textbook B5 having twelve and Textbook B6 
containing five referenc-es requiring the use of a globe. 
Series E, F, and G1 on both grade levels. and Textbooks 
Cfr and H6 have no references requiring the use of a globe. 
A wide variation between the grade levela is 
shown in the number of reterences requiring the use of 
one map. Series: E has the widest variation with ninety-
eight re.feren~es for Textbook E5 and twenty-nine .for 
Textbook ES. Seriea H. on the other band, contains 
nineteen referenc·es on ea.eh grade level. The fifth grade 
level eontains· a total of 417 references: requiring the 
use of one map while the sixth grade level has 352. 
Wide vari~tion is also .found between the grade 
levela in the number of referenees requiring the use of 
more than one map. Series A, with Textbook A5 having two 
references and Textbook A6 having sixty-two, contains 
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the widest variation. Series. G, end Te%tbooks D6, F6 
and H6 have no refell'ences requiring the use of more than 
one map. The totals tor this category are twenty-seven 
referene,es for the fifth grade level and eighty-one for 
the sixth grade level. 
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TA13LE XV 
COMPARISONS BETWEEN FD"TH AND SIXTH GRADE LEVELS IN 
REGARD TO THE NUMERICAL DISTRmUTION OF MAP REFERENCES 
REQUIRING THE USE OF A GIDBE, ONE. JlAP 1 OR MORE THAN 
ONE KAP, FOUND IN EIGHT HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Motre Than 
'!len book Ua.e ot Globe One Jlap One Jfap 
A5 3 11V 2: 
A6 5 59 62 
B5 12 26 7 
B6 5 92 1'1 
C5 '1 4 
C6 2 22' 1 
D5 3 10'1 9 
D6 1 80 
E5 98 2: 
E6 29 1 
F5 1-' 2 
F6 26 
G5 29 
G6 25 
H5 4 19 1 
H6 19 
Fifth 22 41'1 27 
Total 
Sixth 13 352 81 
TA.BLB XVI 
Table XVI shows. the number and per cent of 
textual map referenc.:ea found in each textbook. They 
are grouped according to the type of map invol~d. 
The total number of references for ea·ch textbook 
shows that Textbook J. has 122• Textbook . D has 119• Text-
book E has 100, Textbook B has fonty•five. Textbook G 
haa; twenty.nine, Textbook H has tw.enty-tow:r, Textbook F 
has: sixteen, and Textbook C has eleven. It wou1d s;eem to 
indicat~ from the wide v.ariation between Textbook A with 
122 references, and Textbook C with eleven. that Text• 
books.· B, c, F, G, and H e .e not providing the child with 
enough opportunities to uae mapa. 
The percentages show; that the physical-political 
map references· exc·eed the others:. All of the references. 
in Textbooks: E and F involve physical-politic:aJ. mapa:. 
Textbooks c, E, F, and G have no references involving 
globes:. or the references in Textbook A, 88.52 per C'&lt; 
involves~ physic:al•political mapa, aa eomparetf to 9e02 per 
~ent involving special-purpose maps and 2.46 per cent 
involving globes:. Of the references in Textbook D, 82.35 
per cent involves phyeieal-politieal map~, while the 
other pereentagea show.· that s.ee per e·ent: ue specietl.-
purpos:e maps, and 11.77 per eent ane globes. Textbook H 
has the moat even distribution with 66.66 per c·ent 
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involving physical-political mapa~ 16.67 per cent 
involving special-purpos·e mapa and 16.67 per eent in• 
volving globes. 
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TABLE XVI 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TYPES OF MAP REFERENCES 
CONTAINED IN EIGHT F1FTH GRADE 
HISTORY TEXTBOOK SBRIES 
Physical-
Textbook political• Special- Globe Total 
political purpose 
No. f, No. ~ 1fo. f, 
A 108 88.52 11 9.02 3 2.46 122 
B 33 73.33 12 26.67 45 
0 10 90.90 1 9.10 11 
D 98 82.35 7 5.88 14 11.77 119 
E 100 100.00 100 
F 16 100.00 16 
G 28 96.55 1 3e45 29 
H 16 66.66 4 16.6'7 4 16.6'7 24 
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TABIE XVII 
Table XVII shows the number and per e~t o'£ 
t~UEl map reference& found in each of the eight texts. 
They ail"e grouped a-ccording to the type of maps; ~pearing 
throughout the history textbook series. 
The Phys1eal-Polit1cal mapsj appear to be the 
focal. point of 77.12 per e:ent of the referfJl'lC'e&' in the 
sub j eet texts. Textbook B shows the highest &Verage in 
us:e of Physical-Political maps with 96.29 per e:ent:; Text-
book C the lowest with sirty•five per cent. 
The Specrial-Purpos:e maps:: show; a; percentage o'£ 
16.37 whieh ia e.xc~eedingly below that of Physical.-Politi-
eal mapa. Textbook G shows_' the more generous: us-e of theae 
maps; with 34.81 per eent• Textbook B show~ ~ contrasting 
meager- us~ ot the same type of map with 1.91 per cent. 
The reference to a; globe throughout the textbooks 
show a surprisingly low percentage with 3e37 per c~nt for 
the overall average. Textbook C ia above the average with 
10.00 per cent in use of globes. Textbook D is below; 
average with 1.28 per c:ent. Finally# in Textbooks F, G 
7:1 
and H there is not a single reference to a globe throughout 
the entire textbooks. 
It woul.d s:eem that 8.' little more reference to & 
globe might be in order in the eight history textboOk 
aeries;. 
TABLE XVII 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TYPES OF MAP REFERENCES 
CONTAINED IN EIGHT SIXTH GRADE 
HISTORY TEX1~00K SERIES 
Physical-
Textbook political, Spec-ial- Globe Toi;al 
political purpose 
No. % wo. % No. % 
A 88 77.19 20 17.54 6 5.2'1 114 
B 97 92.38 2 1.91 6 5.71 105 
c 13 65.00 5 25.00 2 10.00 20 
D '78 96.29 2 2.43 l 1.2a 81 
E 3'7 94.87 2 5.12! 39 
F 18 94.74 l 5.26 19 
G 15 68.19 7 31.81 22 
H 15 71.25 6 28.64 21 
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TABLE XVIII 
Table XVIII relat-e&: some of the distribution 
characteristics of the map references 1 by showing the 
number of pages' in ea-ch textbook which contain map 
references, and the number or pages which contain no 
map references as w,ell as the total number of pagea:e 
The pages without map references far outnumber 
those with map work. Textbook C ha·s 98.44 per cent of 
the pages without JD&'P references, and only le56 per c:ent 
with them. All of the other textbooks, excluding Text-
book A, also have percentages over 90e00 per cent, of 
pages without map references. It would seem that this 
item is a definite indication of the la~k of map work in 
the various textbooks:. Textbook A has the most even 
distribution with 70.15 per cent of pages without map r~­
ferences and 29.85 per cent with map work. 
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TABLE XVIII 
NUlmER AND PER CENT OF PAGES CON'rAINING OR OMITTING 
MAP REFERENCES IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTS 
Pages of textual Pages w1 thout Pages w1 th map 
Texts material. map references ref'erene·es 
No. % No. % No. % 
A 268 188 70.15 80 29.85 
B 452 427 94.4:7 25 5.53 
c 449 442 98.44 7 1.56 
D 410 397 96.83 13 3.17 
E 373 339 90.88 34 9.12 
F 378 362 95.77 16 4.23 
G 495 476 96.18 19 3.82 
H 585 565 96.58 20 3.42 
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TABLE XIX 
Table XIX relatea the distribution eha~acter­
istica o£ map references: found in the Sixth Grade '!'ext-
book series. It does this by showing the number of' pages 
in each textbook which contains: map references, and the 
corresponding number of pages which contain no map refer-
ences. 
It appears: tba:t the pages: without references are 
far more numerous than those with map work. Textbook A 
has a noticeable average, although, rather small, of' pages 
with map references, namely, 20.90 per cent: while it has 
79.10 per C'ent of pagea without references. Textbook B 
follows with a 10.70 per cent average of pages w.1th map 
references and 89.30 per cent without references. Text-
books D, Ei F, G and H show' percentages of pages to ma;p 
references up to eight and nine-tenth per e·ent. or less. 
Lastly, Textbook C shows 2.89 per cent of pagea with maps: 
references and 97.11 per cent without map references. 
The over-all avera-ge evidences 91.84 per eent of 
the pages in the history series without any ref'erencett· 
And, for pages with map references there is an a'Verage of 
only 7e89 per c:ent. 
It woul.d appear from the over-all. percentage& 
quot-ed above that there is a glaring lack of pages with 
map references as compared with the total number pages of 
textual material. 
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TABLE XIX 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF PAGES CONTAINING OR OMITTING 
MAP REFERENCES m EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTS 
Pages of textual Pages w1 thout Pages w1 th map 
Texts material. map references ll''eferene:es 
No. % No. % No. % 
.A 292 225 79.10 67 20.90 
B 486 434 89.30 52 10.70 
c 449 436 97.11 13 2e89 
D 414 388 93.72 26 6.28 
E 438 399 89.00 39 11.00 
F 504 479 95.04 25 4e96 
G 436 418 95.88 18 4.12 
H 408 390 95.59 18 4.41 
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TABLE XX 
Table XX relateS'. a comparison between the :fifth 
and sixth grade levels in regard to the number and per 
eent of pages containing or omitting map references 
found in eight his:tory textbook series·. 
Our attention is directed toward that part of 
the table having to do with the number and per cen1t of 
pages w.ith :map references. Between Textbooks A5 and A6 
we :find the largest number o:t pages with references 1 Text• 
book A5 with eighty and Textbook J.6 with sixty-s.even. A,a: 
a result~ this s'eries ha'B the highest percentage of pages 
with map references; to textual pages; Textbook A5 with 
29.85 per cent and Textbook A6 with 20.90 per cent. These 
figures may be contrasted with series 05 and 06 to obtain 
an idea of the va·r1ation in refertmce DUJEterial.e rt 
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appears that ~extbook C5 has seven pagea with map re:ter-
enees. for a total percentage of 1.56 per cent and Textbook 
C6 has thirteen pages: with references or 2.89 per cent to 
total pages of textual material. It appears tha$ the 
latter textbook a;eries does not c-onsider map re:terences 
ot sufficient consequence to be plaeed in a history text-
book. 
Textbook series F, G, and H approximate one another, 
first, in the number of pages with map references and 
secondly, with consequent percentages of pages to te~tua1 
m&teria1; the former being approximately sevent~en pages 
and the latter 4el6 per cent. 
In Serie$ B5 and B6 the figures result in one 
being twia.e the other. Textbook B5 ha~ twenty-five 
pages: with references' next to Textbook B6 w.itb fifty•two 
pages. The percentages. figu.ne out aecordingly, 5e53 for 
Textbook B5 and 10.70 for Textbook B6. 
It appears that series B considers~ map refereneea 
to be doubly important in the sixth gra-de level a-s to the 
fifth grade level. 
Exactly the same thing can be observed in Text .... 
book Series D5 and D6 towit, Textbook D6 being approxi-
mately twiee ns. Textbooks E5 and E6 show' equal. 
distribution, however, between the two grade levela,. 
It is worth noting that each fifth and suth grade 
series has approxima.tely the same number of pages: for its 
textbooks 1 although, the textbook does show: a· variation 
in ~egard to the number of pages among the different 
series. 
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TABLE XX 
COMPARISON BETWEEN FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE LEVELS IN 
REGARD TO THE NUMBER AND PER CENT OF PAGES CONTAINING 
OR OMITTING MAP REFERENCES FOUND IN EIGHT 
HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Texts Pages of textual Pages without Pages with map 
material map reterenoe ,. references 
No. No. % No. % 
-
A.5 268 188 70.15 80 29.85 
A6 292 225 79.10 67 20.90 
B5 452 42'7 94.4'7 25 5e53 
B6 486 434 89.30 52 10.'70 
05 449 442 98.44 '7 1.56 
C6 449 436 9'7.11 13 2.89 
D5 410 39'7 96.83 13 3.17 
D6 414 388 93.72 26 6.28 
E5 3'73 339 90.88 34 9.12 
E6 438 399 89.99 39 10.01 
F5 378 362 95.7'1 16 4.23 
F6 504 479 95Q04 25 4.96 
G5 495 476 96.18 19 3.82 
G6 436 418 95.88 18 4.12 
H5 585 565 96.58 20 3.42 
H6 408 390 95.59 18 4.41 
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TABLE XXI 
Table XXI indicates the number of pages containing 
one map r.·eference, ·two map references, etc.·• Textbook A 
has fifty pages: containing one map reference eac-h, while 
Textbook A al8o bas twenty-one pages with two map refer-
ences~, six w.i th th:uee references and three with four 
referenc-es; giving Textbook A la'l'ger totals in ea-ch of 
these eategorie~ than any of the other textboOks. 
:so 
Only three of the textbooks: have pages c-ontaining 
five or more map references. Textbook D has one page 
containing five DJ8.P references and eight with six or more 
references. Textbook E has five pages with five map 
references and three pages with stz or more map references. 
Textbook B has one page with . six or more map references;. 
TABLE XXI 
ANALYSIS OF THE DISTRmUTION OF MAP REFERENCES IN 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY TEX'rBOOK SERIES 
Tats 
.l B G D E F G H 
Number ot pages 
containing: 
One map reterenne 50 16 4 4 10 16 11 21 
TWo map referenees 21 5 a 10 6 2 
Three map referene:-es 6 2 1 5 2 . 1 
Four map references 3 1 1 
Five map references J. 5 
Six or more map 
references 1 8 3 
Total pages with so 25 7 13 34 16 19 24 map references 
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TABLE XXII 
Table :XXII relates an analysis of the pages 
containing one or more map references, in each of the 
sixth grade history series. 
Textbook E ha<& tb.1rty•five pages c:ontaining one 
map reference, it al.so has four pages'. with two map re-
ferences. This is the limit of its listings. 
Textbooks F, <J and H show similar use of the one 
and two page map ref'erenc:es·. Telltbook A has listings' 
in each category with thirty-foun· pages with one map 
reference6 tw;enty-thtree pages w.i th two map references, 
sb: pages with tlmee map references, one p&'ge with four 
map references, only one page with thlree map reference&, 
five pages: w.ith six or more map references. Contrasting 
this with TextboOk C a wide vari&tion is evident. Text-
book c baa seven pagea with one map reference, two pages 
with two map references, tlm.ee pages· w.ith tblt.ee map re-
ferences, none with four map references:, and only one page 
with five map referenc~s. 
It would appear from Table XXII that Textbooks A 
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and B show• the great.er over-all distribution in pages, o:r 
map references, up to and including six or more references. 
TABLE XXII 
ANALYSIS OF THE DISTRmlJI!'ION OF MAP REFERENCES IN 
EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HIS'l'ORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Text a 
A .I:S u !) l!l F G 
Numbering of pages 
containing: 
H 
One map reference 34 27 7 15 35 24 11 18 
Two map refenenees 23 14 2 2 4 1 7 1 
Three map reterenc:es 6 1 3 3 
Four map reference& 1 5 
Five map references 2 2 1 1 
Six or more map 
references 1 2 5 
Total pages with 67 51 13 26 39 25 18 19 map referenc:es 
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TABLE XXIII 
The columns in Table XXIII compare the numbelt· 
or page& containing one map ».eference, two map refer-
enc·ea~ etc.~ as found in eight history textbook series: 
of the fifth and sixth grade~. 
This table shows~ in both grade levela, that as 
the number of reterenc·es per page 1ncre8'sea- the number 
o~ pages eoataining such genera1ly decreasea~ For 
1nstanee, in Text book A5 there are fifty pages ~onta1n-
1ng one map reference, twenty-one pageS: w,i th two ma-p 
references:, six pageS:l with thnee map r-eferences, and so 
on down to the point where there is no pages with s~ 
or more references. Likewise, in TexXbook A6 there is 
thirty .. i'our pages containing one map reference~ twenty-
three pages c·ontaining two map re.ferences, six pages 
containing three map references and so on down to one 
page containing six or more map references. 
Since the above paragraph is true of the individual 
totals it follows and is evidently so of the sum total 
ot the eight history textbook series. For the sum totals 
show~ the same p&lttern of ref'erenc·es decreasing as the 
number of pages; c:ontaining such~ decrease. Thus, the 
total of pages of the combined s·eries is .303 pages with 
one map ref'erence, 100 pages with t'W·o lDSlp :uef'erenees, a'nd 
so on down to thirteen pages with six· or more ref'erences. 
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TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE LEVELS IN 
REGARD TO THE DISTRD3UTION OF TEXTUAL MAP REFERENCES 
FOUND IN EIGHT HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
-
Grade Text a Total : 
I 
J. B c D E F G H I 
I 
Number o:r pages I I 
containing: 
One map re:rerenc:e 5 50 16 4 4 10 16 11 21 1S2 
6 34 27 7 15 35 24 ll. 18 171 
Two map r-e.te:rencr.es 5 21 5 2 10 · a 2 46 I 6 23 14 2 2 4 1 7 1 54 I 
Three map 7!'ef erencr.es 5 6 2 1 5 2' 1 17 
6 6 1 3 3 13 
Four map re.terenc.es 5 3 1 1 5 
6 1 5 6 
Fiv·e map re.terenc·e:s; 5 1 5 6 
6 2 2 1 1 6 
Six or more ·· ua.p 5 1 3 4 
reterene.es 6 1 2 5 1 9 
Total pages: with 5 80 2.5 7 5 34 16 19 24 210 
map re.terencres 6 67 51 13 26 40 25 18 19 259 
0' 
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TABLE XXIV 
Table XXIV shows the number and per cent of 
pagea containing one map reference• two map references. 
three to five lDaip references, six: to ten map l1e:t'er-
ences, and eleven to twenty-Gne map references. This 
grouping show's that the greater part of the map work falls 
within the groups containing one, tWo, and tlmee to five 
map references per page. Only '!textbook D reversew, this 
situation w.ith 46.15 per c::ent of ita pages containing 
eleven to twenty-one map references. 
Textbooks A, 01 G, and H hsve no pages e~ntaining 
over five map referenc:es, indicating, perhaps, tha1t the 
references in these books are more evenly distributed. 
In regard to pages' e:ontaining s~- to ten ma-p 
references, 'll.extbook B baa two such pageso or 4..00 per 
cant of the total pages with map references, Textbook E 
has two pages also, with s.aa per cent, while Textbook B 
bas one page or 4.00 per cent of the totaa. 
Textbook F- is limited to sixteen pages e~ntaining 
one map reference for a total of 100.00 per ~ent. 
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Pages w1 th map 
reference: 
one map 
reference 
TWo map 
ref'erenc:-es 
Thl'ee to five 
map references 
S1:m: to ten 
map :ueterena;es 
Eleven to 
tw.ent7-one map 
references 
Total pa;gea w!tl: 
.map ref'erenc'es 
TABLE XXIV 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF MAP REFERENCES, GROUPED 
ACCORDING '1'0 DISTRmUTION CHARACTERISTICS, AS FOUND 
IN EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
- - - -
Texts 
.A. B 0 D E F 
NO. ~ N~ % -.~ ~, lfcil ~ T~ ~ Na. ~ % 
-· 
50 62.50 16 64e00 4 57.14 4 30.77 10 29.41 16 10000 
21 26.33 5 20.00 2 28.57 10 29.41 
9 11.17 3 12e00 1 14.29 1 7.69 11 32.36 
1 4.00 2 1:5.39 2 54. sa 
6 46.15 1 2.94 
80 25 7 13 34 16 
G 
H~ 16 
11 57.89 
6 31.58 
2 10.53 
19 
INa. 
21 
2 
1 
~~ 
H 
,., 
87.50 
8.33 
4e17 
' 
' 
I 
I 
I 
00 
~  
TABLE XXV 
Table XXV relate& the number and per cent or 
map references, grouped according to distribution 
eha·racter1st1c-s. 
It appears thatt more than fifty per cent or the 
map work falls in the category ex>ntaining one map 
reterene:e per page. Eaeh textbook baa pages c:ontaining 
two map references. Textbooks A~ B, C and D hlwe a 
small percentage of pagesl o:ontaining three to five map 
rete~encea. Textbooks B and D h&Me 1.93 per cent and 
15.40 per e:ent respeetive~y of pa-ges> containing six to 
ten map references. As far as the ea~egory tor pages 
containing eleven to twenty-one map references•, 'lJextbook 
A, B and. D have 1.49 per cent.-., 1.93 per cent and 3.82 
per c:ent respectively. 
It is to be noted that Textbooks: E-, F, G and H 
have all their percentages of page& to map references 
in the one or two map reference area. On the other ~nd 
Textbooks A, B, C and D h&1ve: percentages ot pages to map 
references, in each category tow,it- from one map reference 
per page to the eleven to twenty-one map referenc-e. Text-
book D shows the moat even distribution of percentages 
through the five categories:. 
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Pages with m&p 
ret erene:es: 
One map 
reference 
Two map 
retereno:ea 
Three to tive 
map reterenee& 
Sb to ten 
map reter·ences 
Eleven to 
tw.ent7-one· map 
rejterences 
Total pages 
TABLE XXV 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF !4AP REFERENCES~, GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO DISTRmUTION CHARACTERISTICS', AS FOUND 
m EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY mxTBOOK_ SER:pns 
- - - - · - · - - - - - - - -- - -
Tezta1 
A B 0 D E" F 
No. ~ No 'fo No 'fo - No · f, No fo No f, 
34 50.74 27 52.93 7 53.89 15 57.69 35 89.75 24 96e00 
23 34e3Cl 14 27.49 2 15.20 2 '7eS9 4 10e25 1 e04 
9 13.42 8 15.64 4 30.91 4 15.11 
1 1.97 4 15eU 
: 1 1.5~ 1 1.97 1 4.40 
67 51 13 26 39 25 
-
G 
1iO 'fo 
11 61e00 
7 39e00 
19 
H 
No - 'fo 
18 94.74 
1 5e26 
19 
' 
I 
I 
I 
i 
CXJ 
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TABLE XXVI 
Table XXVI includes' 9J. detailed list and 
frequency tabulstion of the various methods of direction 
to map use~ found in ea.ch of the textbooks. This. list 
is follow.ed by a. table which summ1ntiZ'.es the findings. 
This summarizing table shows tha..~ most of the 
textbooks use quite a wide variety of types of direction 
techniques. Textbook A has the greatest VU'iety with 
eleven different types of direction methods in use while 
Textbook C employs only thnee techniques. Textbook B 
and G have eight different types of direction techniques, 
Te~tbooks D and H have seven~ while Textbooks E and F 
have five. 
Dilrections that predom!n&Jte in all of the text• 
books sre: (l) those using the words- find or locat.e ~ 
(2) those of an assignment type and {3) those cnnsisting 
of, or including, questions requiring map use to answer• 
In regard to number one above, the atiiDJ.1JU'y table 
shows that Textbooks A and F use this method more than 
any other. Textbook B use&J thi81 technique ten times out 
of a total of forty-five references, Textbook C uses it 
two times out of eleven re.ferences;, Textbook D, tw.enty• 
one out o.f 119 references, Textbook E, twenty-nine time~ 
out of 1001 Textbook G, .five time:s out of tw,enty""nine, 
and Textbook H usea this method two times out of ten 
references. 
9 0 
Dl 1regud! to number tw.o above, the sUll'llllary table 
showa that Textbooks B, c, E and G use this technique 
more than any other. Textbook A uses: this method 
thirteen times, Textbook D, thirty-one time~, Textbook F, 
three times, and Textbook H, four times. The total 
references for thes>e textbooks are 122, 119, six!teen and 
twenty-four respectively, tor the above mentioned text~ 
books. 
With reference to number three above, the summmry 
table shows that Textbooks D and H use this method of 
direction more than any other. Textbooks A, E and G use 
1t tlmee, twenty-six and two times respectively, while 
Textbooks B, C and F do not use this technique at all. 
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TABLE XXVI 
METHODS OF DIRECTION TO MAP USE IN MAP REFERENCES OF 
EIGH'r FIFTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
. -
Texts 
A B c D E 
Directions using the word look 
Look, or look again at the map 3 3 
It you look at a globe or map 1 2 4 
Now look at the map 3 1 
Look .on the map, or maps 2 1 
You need or may need to look 1 
Total 6 7 4 4 
Directions using the word show 
The (this) map shows·, or W!lT show 21 2 1 
Shown on the ma~ 8 1 
1JJ shown by (on the ~ 2 
On the (this) map (maps is (are) shown 
Total. 31 3 1 
Diree.tions using the word f 1nd 
or locate 
You ean, may 1 or w:il.l find on the map 29 
Where you find on the map 1 
Find or locate on the map 3 7 2 20 29 
On the map you find 3 1 
Total 33 10 2 21 29 
F G 
3 
1 
3 1 
6 
1 
7 
5 5 
5 5 
H 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
2 
I 
I 
~ 
N 
TABLE XXVI (continued) 
METHODS OF DIRECTION TO MAP USE IN MAP REFERENCES OF 
EIGHT FlFTH GRADE HISTORY 'm'XTBOOK SERIES _ 
Texts 
A B 0 D E 
Directions using the word see 
(.A.S) you can, may, or wilri'ee on the map 8 
On the map you saw.; 1 
You can aee from the map 2 ' 
(.As) ,-ou saw on the map 3 
see the map 3 
Total 14 3 
D1rec:tiona using the wo21d turn 
Turn, or turn back to the map 7 11 
If you turn, or turn back, to the map 3 
Turn often to the (this) map 
Total 10 11 
D1reet1ona using the word eompare 
Get maps and eompax'e with the mp 1 
Compare the size, ahape or pl.&ce 
on a map 6 
Compare the ap w1 th the map 1 
Total 1 -s 1 
1 
F G H 
2_: 1 
l 
3 2_ 
4 2 3 
1 
1 
2 l 
I 
~ 
TABLE XXVI (continued) 
METHODS OF DIRECTION TO MAP USE IN MAP REF'ERENCES OF 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY 'JJEX'l'BOOK SERIES 
--
-
Texts 
A B 0 D E 
Diree$1ons using the word tell 
You ean tell :rrom the map 1 
The dates; on the map tell 1 
The map tella you 1 
From the :map you can tell 1 
Total 3 1 
D1l'ee$1ons using the words. not1ee or note 
Notiee or note on the map ----
Not1ee how or Which 1 
Not1e:e that 
Total 1 
D1redions ot an assignment t7Pe 
Follow.· or you can :rollow: on the :map 4 3 
study trom a map or use a· map to atudy 4 
Use! place, draW>• ov sho• on a map or 
out 1ne map 2 4 7 21 
Point out trom the map or globe 14 
Measure on a globe or map 1 1 1 
Use the map to (help) &.rlllW\ev;, explain 2 1 2 
Traee on the map 4 4 1 24 4 
Total lS lS 8 31 39 
F G 
1 
1 
2 
3 2:: 
5 
3 9 
H 
1 
1 
3 
1 
4 
I 
I 
(.0 
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TABLE XXVI {continued) 
METHODS OF DIRECTION TO MAP USE IN MAP REFERENCES OF 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Texts 
A B 0 D E 
Directions using various words 
referring to map repres:entation 
The map on page, or on thia page 1 
The mapa on page 1 
The map {mapa·) w.1ll help 2 2 
Marked on the, or 1our, map 6 
If you have a {map globe 1 
Total 7 2 2 2 
Referenees consisting ot, or 
including queations requiring 
map use to answ.er 3 49 26 
F G 
1 
1 
2; 
I 
H ! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
10 
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TABLE XXVI (continued) 
SUMMARY OF METHODS OF DIRECTION TO MAP USB IN MAP REFERENCES 
OF EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
----
T.exts 
A B c D E 
Directions using the word look 6 '7 4 4 
Directions using the word abO• 31 3 1 
Directions using the words rlhd or locate 33 10 2:· 21 29 
Direetiona using the word aee 14 3 
Direetiona using the w.ond turn 10 11 
Directions using the word emue 1 6 1 
Directions using the word t 3 1 
Directions using the words-notice or note 1 
Directions of an assignment type ---- 13 a 8 31 39 
Di~ections using various~ words referring 
to map repreaentation 7 2 2. 2 
References consisting ot, or including, 
questions req~r1ng map use to answer 3 49 26 
F 
3 
5 
4 
3 
1 
Total number of references 122 46 11 119 100 16 
Number of types of direction methods used 11 8 3 7 5 5 
G H 
1 1 
7 3. 
5 2 
2 3 
2 
1 1 
9 4 
2 10 
29 24 
8 '7 
c.o 
TA.BIE XXVII 
Table XXVII lists the number and methods of 
direc:tion to map use in textual map references. This 
is follow,ed by an auxiliary table which sl.llDJD8:-rizes the 
findings of the detailed study. 
Numerically and categorically Textbook A has 
the gre~ter number w~th 126 direetion references including 
ten different types. 'lfe.xtbook D ha>S seventy .. tlve 
direction references with eight different types. '!text .. 
book B baa si.rty-a!% direction :references: with nine 
d1f'ferent: types·. Textbook E has forty-two dinection 
referene.ea with six· different types. Textbook pr. ha-s 
twenty-aeven direction references, with aeven different 
types. Textbook G bas twenty-six direction references 
with five different types:. Textbook C has:; twenty-two 
direction references with ai1 different types. Textbook 
H baa nineteen direction references: with six different 
types. 
The directions that seem to predomin~te in all the 
textbooks Ere: (1) those using the words look, find, s~~ 
and show, (2) those of an assignment type. 
The summary sheet shows that Textbooks A and B 
attach equal importanc~ to the word look, both using it 
in twenty-four· direction references to map&. Textbooks 
A, D, E, G and H put special emphasis on the words find 
or locate. Textbooks A, E and F have frequent rec:ourse 
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to the word see in their method of directions. 
It aeema, the majority of the textbooks felt a: 
need for directions of an assignment type, Te~tboOk E, 
F and :a being exceptions: ... 
In the over-all picture it would aeem, however, 
that all textbooks: us:e a number of varied direction 
I?eferences. 
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TABLE XXVII 
METHODS OF DIRJOOTION TO MAP USE IN MAP REFERENCES OF 
EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEm'BOOK SERIES 
- ~- - --
-
Texts 
A. B 0 D E 
Directions us 1ng the word look -
Look, or look aga·in ·at the map 5 
If you look at a globe or map 12 24 3 5 2: 
No1i look at the· map · 1 2 
Look on the map, or maps 5 
You may or you need to look 1 
Total 24 24 5 5 2.; 
Direetiona uaing the wo)1d show 
The (this) map shows,, or- Win- show 12 6 5 
Shown on the ma) 4 4 
As shown by (on the map 5 
On the (this) map is:. (are) shown 2 
Total 18 9 6 5 
Directions: using the word tind 
or locate 
You can, may, or rill tind on the map 12 3 
Where you f'ind on the map 5 
Find or locate on the map 6 6 1 5 ~ 
on the map you find 3 5 
Total. 21 6 1 18 13· 
F G 
4 
2 
6 
3 5 
2 4 
5 9 
1 6 
1 6 
H 
a 
3 
4 
4 
2 
4 
6 
I 
I 
I 
! 
(D 
c.D 
TABm XXVII (continued) 
METHODS OF D:mECTION TO MAP USE IN MAP REFERENCES OF 
EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Texts 
A B 0 D E 
Directions using the word see 
(.A.a ) you ean, may or w.!ll a::ee on the map 13 18 
On the map you saw 1 
You ean aee from the map 2 
(As) you saw on the map 1 
s·ee the map 1 
Total 18 18 
Directions using the word turn 
TUrn• or turn baek to the JiiiiP 5 1 3 
If you turn. or turn baek, to the map 
Turn often to the (this) map 
Total 5 1 3 
Direetionso using the word c~are 
Get maps and eo:mpare with t · e map 1 1 5 
C.ompaure the ais.e, shape or plae:e 
on a map 2 
Compare the map w1 th the map 
Total 1 2 1 5 
F G 
9 
2 
11 
2: 4 
a 4 
H 
4 
4 
1 
1 
-
I 
I 
~ 
0 
0 
' 
f./) 
-~ ell al ;- 3 
·-· 0 y- -. c ~~ rn· ~ 
'" · .. :A 
0 ... ~ 
::J 
TABLE XXVII (continued) 
METHODS OF DIRECTION TO MAP USE IN MAP REFERENCES OF 
EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Texts 
A B 0 D E 
Directions usil'lg the word tell 
You ean tell from the map- 1 1 
The dates on the map tell 
The · map t ella! you 
From the map you ean tell 
Total 1 1 
Directions using the words notie~ or note 
Notiee or note on the map - 1 
Notie:e how or whieh 1 2 1 
Notic:e tbat 
Total 2 ~ 1 
D1~ect1ona of an assignment type 
Follow or you ean follow on the map 4 
study from a map or use a map to study 1 1 4 
Use! place, dfaw• o~ show on a map or 
2 out ine map 3 5 2; 
Point out trom the map or globe 1 2 
Measure on a globe OJ? map 3 
Us:e the map to (help) anaw.er., upl.ain 5 2 5 
Trace on the map 4 10 4 15 
Total 17 16 12 26 2 . 
- . . 
.. 
F G 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
' 
H 
1 
1 
I 
~ 
0 
~ 
TABlE XXVII (continued) 
METHODS OF DIRECTION TO MAP USE IN MAP REFERENCES OF 
EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
-
Texts 
A B c D E 
Directions using various words 
referring to map representation 
The map on page • or on this page 1 2 
The maps on page 2 1 
The map (maps) wUl help 
Marked on the, or ~our• map 
If you have a (map globe 
Total 3 1 2 
References consisting or. or 
including questions requiring 
map use to answer 13 5 8 
F G H 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
0 
~ 
.---
TABLE XXVII (continued) 
SIDD!ARY OF METHOD.S OF DIRECTION TO MAP USE IN MAP REFERENCES 
OF EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
-- --
Texts 
A B c D E F 
Direntions using the word look 24 24 5 5 2 6 
Directions using the word ihow 18 9 6 5 5 
Directions using the words' tlrid or loeate 21 6 1 23 13 1 
Direetions using the word s:oe- 22 18 11 
Directions using the word turn 6 1 3 2 
Direcziona using the word c~re 1 2 1 5 
Directions using the word t 1 1 1 
Directions using the worda notice or note 2 2- 1 
Directions of an assignment type ---- 17 16 12 24 2 1 
Directions using various words referrtng 
to map representation 3 1 2 
References consisting ot, or including• 
questions requiring map use to answer 13 5 8 
Total number of references 126 66 22 75 42 27 
Number ot types of direction methods used 10 9 6 8 6 7 
- - -
G H 
3 
9 ., 
6 6 
4 
4 1 
2 
4 1 
26 19 
5 6 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
~ 
0 
~ 
T.A.BLE XXVIII 
Table XXVIII consists of a detailetf c:ompa-rison 
of the frequency tabulations of the various methods 
of direction to map uae~ found in the fifth and s~h 
grade his:tory textbook series. 
The first and mos.t obvioua chara<eteriatic: of 
this table is the large and vaTied number of direction 
techniques evident in both gra-de levels of Textbook A• 
Thus~ Textbook A5 hae s. total sum of 122 dinection tech-
niques and ~extbook A6 utilizes 126. In order to get 
an idea of the greater frequency of direction techniques 
in these two textbooks they should be c1mpued w . ith 
T-extbook c. Textbook C5 ha-s twelve direction techniques 
and Textbook C6 utiliz-es twenty-two. Thus~ it becomes, 
apparent how writers of history textbooks differ in 
1_04 
regard to the importance of direction techniques to map 
use. Textbooks B5 and B6 s·trike the mean for totail. number 
of direction techniques with Textbook B5 totaling forty-
five and Textbook C6 realizing a sum of sixty-six. 
In a breakdown of the individual directions, thos-e 
directions of an assignment type receive the largest 
individual attention in both grade levels~ Botable excep-
tions a-re found in Textbooks E5 with thirty-nine and E6 
with only sa. Again in Textbook F5 there is only tlmea 
assignments and Textbook F6 bas one. Further in Textbook 
H5 there is four direction assignments and Textbook 
H6 merely one in number. 
The ne~ direction technique exerc~zing an in-
fluence in the subject te~tbooks is the direction using 
the word find. Notable exceptions are found in Text-
book c·s with two directions: prefaced with the word find · 
and Textbook C6 with only one 1n number. Textbook H5 
has under the same ea.~tegory two in number and Textbook 
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H6 has ad.x. Both the fifth and sixth grade series aeem 
to parallel each other in this category. That is, in 
Textbooks A, B, D and E directions using the word find 
are found quite generously throughout both grade levels• 
In the same way when directions prefaced by the word find 
are few in the fifth grade level, as in Textbooks c, F, 
G and H, they are likewise spa~se in the sixth grade level 
in the same textbooks. 
With the exception of Textbook J;5 W·ith thirty-one 
and Textbook A6 with eighteen the other textbook series 
find little use of directions using the word show,. 
Directions using the word look are found twenty-
four times in Textbook A6 and Textbook B6. Other than 
the two textbooks mentioned its use is ltmited. 
References consisting of or requiring map use to 
answer receive outstanding utilization in Te~tbook D5 w~th 
forty-five references, however, Textbook D6 has only eight. 
In a summarization of both fifth and sixth grade 
totals of directions the fifth grad• textbooks hav• 
459 direc.tion tecbniqu•s in its history textbook s'eries 
and the sixth grade has 402 in its history textbook 
series. 
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TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF TEE FREQUENCY TABlJLATIONS OF THE VARIOUS METHODS OF DIRECTIONS 
TO MAP USE, FOUND IN THE EIGHT Fn'TH AND SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Texts 
-
Directiona A B c D E F G H Totals 
l) 6 0 6 -5 6 5 6 5 6 ·;;. ~. 5 -6 0 0 0 J5 
Using word look 6 24 7 24 5 4 5 4 2 3 6 1 1 3 26 69 
Using word show 31 18 3 9 1 6 5 5 7 9 3 4 45 56 
Using word find 33 21 10 6 2 1 21 23 29 13 5 1 5 6 2 6 107 77 
Using word see 14 22 3 18 11 2 4 19 55 
' 
Using word turn 10 6 1 11 3 2 2; 4 1 23 17 
Using word compare 1 1 6 2 1 1 5 8 9 
Using word tell 3 1 1 1 1 4 3 
Using word notic·e 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 3 ' 7 
Of an assignment 
type 13 17 13 16 8 12 31 24 39 2 3 1 9 4 4 1 120 77 
Using varioua-
words referring 7 3 2 1 2 2 2. 1 14 6 
to map reference 
Ref. consisting of 
26 or incl. questions 3 13 5 49 8 2~ 10 90 26 
req.map use to ana. 
- - - -- - - · - - - -
~ 
0 
~ 
TABLE XXIX 
Table XXIX shows the types of aetivities the 
pupil would engage in when followdng the directions to 
map use as contained in the map referenc:es. 
The location or observ9Jtion or a single type of 
area, feature or chaTaeteristie is most frequently in 
use in Textbooks A1 B1 and E. Textbook A uses this 
type of activity seventy-one times out of 122 references, 
Textbook B employs: this activity twenty-two times out 
of forty-five references and Textbook E usea it forty-
four times out of 100 references. 
Fewer references fall into the second category, 
that of lo carting or observing more than one type of are~t, 
feature or characteristic, although Textbook F, with 
eight, has more of this type than any other. Textbooks 
1.08 
A and D contain more of this type than the other text• 
books with seventeen and fifteen respectively. Textbook C 
is the only one without any activities of this type. 
Only three of the textbooks are represented in 
the third category, that of observing the nature, purpose, 
or value of a specified map, and, in some cases an intro .. 
ductory interpretation. Textbook A has eleven references 
involving this type of activity, Textbook D ha:s s·even and 
Textbook G has one. 
Map reading or interpreta-ttion •• to answ,er questions 
or give explanations is used most by Textbook D with 
forty-nine activities of thia sort. Textbooks B, c, and 
F are without any activities of this type. 
Recall activities are employed only by Textbooks 
A, B, and c. Textbook A contains five ac:tivities of 
this type while Textbooks B an~ C have one eaeh. 
All of the textbooks, with the exeeption of 
Textbook c, have tracing a~tivities. Textbook D use~ 
this type of activity twenty-four times, for the highest 
total, while Textbook H employs it only once. 
The transfer of locat1onal or interpretational 
information to an outline map is used only by Textbooks 
B 1 c, and E with totals of seven, seven and nineteen 
respectively. 
Only three of the textbooks use comparison 
activities. Textbooks A and B have two activities of 
this sort while Textbook C has one. 
Just two of the textbooks have references involv• 
ing the location or obs,ervation of an area, feature, or 
characteristic with some explanatory or directional 
material. Textbook D has two references of this type 
and Te~tbook F ha8 one. 
Four of the textbooks eontain references 1nvo1v-
ing measuring activities. Textbooks A, B and D have one 
each while Textbook H eontain~ three references involving 
this type of activity. 
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TABLE XXIX 
TYPES OF ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN MAP REFERENCES IN 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY . TEXTBOOK ~IES . 
Text a 
A B 0 D E 
LOcation or observation of one type 
of uea. fea:t1m•• or oharaeteriatic '1l. 22: a 21 44 
Location or observation of more than 
one type of uea. :tea.tue or 
characteristic~ 1'1 9 15 7 
Observation ot the nature. purpose• or 
value of a apee:1f1ed map• and, 1n some 
cases an introductory tnterpretation 11 7 
Map reading or interpretation -- to 
answer queationa: or give explanation& 3 49 26 
Recall of areas • features! or 
obaraote~1st1ca previous y obserVted 5 1 1 
Trao:e or f'ollow a given route, or 
trace or follow a given route and 
oba;erve eharacter1stic·s 12 3 24 4 
F G 
7 8 
8 11 
1 
2 
7 
H 
7 
& 
1() 
1 
I 
' 
i 
I 
~ 
~ 
0 
~ 
T.A:BLE XXIX (continued) 
TYPES OF ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN MAP REFERENCES IN 
EIGHT FIFTH GRADE HISTORY . TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Texts 
A B 0 D E 
Transfer of locational or interpreta• 
t1onal information to an outline map 7 7 19 
Qomparison activities 2 2 . 1 
LOcation or observation ot an _.ea. 
feature. or characteristic· with some 
explanatory or directional mat::eria:1 2 
Measuring aot1vit1ea 1 1 1 
... 
Total number of references: 122 . 45 11 119 100 
. . , .. ·- . 
. ··· ·· --
·-
Number or type-s of aot1v1t1ea 8 7 4 7 5 
F G 
1 
·--
16 29 
3 5 
H 
3 
24 
5 
,... 
~ 
~ 
TABLE XXX 
Table XXX shows the type of activities 1nvolve4 
il';l the textua>J. map references in the eight h1stoey text-
book SJeries. 
The locatian or ebaerYatlon et ene type et area, 
feature or characteristic appears most frequently in 
Textbooks A, F and H. Textbook A uses this type of 
activity twenty .. two times out of a total of 126 r -efer-
ences. Textbook F uses this method ten times out of 
twenty-seven references. Textbook H employs this method 
ten ttmes out of nineteen references. 
The location or observation of more than one type 
of area, :feature or characteristic appears as the seeond 
type most frequently in use. Textbook B exerc-ises it 
twenty-five out of a total of sixty-six references. Text-
books D and E employ it more frequently than the location 
of one type of area, using it twenty-toun- and tw,enty• 
twee times respectfully. 
In the observa;tion of the purpose, value of or 
nature of a map only tour textbooks avail this method, 
Textbooks A, B, D and F, and a:t tha-t, only once for eaeb. 
textbook. 
The type of activity requili'ed to trac:e or follow 
routes or areas receives attention in all textbooks :from 
eleven in Textbook A to one in Textbook E-. 
Transfer of loe&-tiona-l or interpretational inf'orma-
tion to an outline map receives attention in only three 
textbooks; fi~e times in Textbook B~ onee in Textbook c 
and tYTie.e in Textbook F. 
Recall of area featune ehara·cteris,tica previous-ly 
obs:erved is found five times in Textbook A, seven in 
Textbook B and twice in Textbook H. 
1_1_3 
The type of activity IPequired to read or interpret 
maps to answer questions or give explanations is employed 
tv1enty-f'ive times by Textbook A, eight by Te:x:tbook B~ 
once by Textbook c, five times by Textbook D and twice in 
Textbooks G and H. 
The loea:t1on or observation of one fea.ture or 
obaracteristie receives eonsiderable attention in Text-
books A, E and F. It appears the other tembooks pay 
small &ttention to ot or· leave it out entirely. 
The compa-rison of speoifie.: 1 tams on two maps;, or 
measure distanee on a globe or map appears tw.elve times 
in Textbook A, four· in Textbook B and twice in T~tbook c, 
five times in Textbooks D and one·e each in Textbooks'. F 
and G. 
It would s;eem f'rom the findings on this table that 
the mos~ wide1y used type or activity appearing in this 
series, a:eem& to require the location or observation of 
one o:r? more than one area or feetture characteria<tie. 
TABLE X:XX 
TYPES OF ACTIVITIES INVOLVED m MAP REFERENCES IN 
EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
--- -- --
- -:: -
Texts 
A B c D E 
LOO&tlon-or observation· of one-tjpe ·· 
of area, feature• or characteriat ie·. 22 22 5 10 10 
LOcation or observati-on of more tl:la!l 
one type· of area• feattme or ----
charaetsristie 17 25 1 24 23 
' 
, . 
Observation of the nature# ptirpo.se, er 
value ot a specified map, · and~ · in some 
oases an introductory interp~etation 1 1 1 
... -- -·· . . - . 
. -
Map reading or -interpretation -- to -- · 
answer qu~tions or give e.xpla.nat1ons 25 8 1 5 
Recall of aTeaa1; features, or 
eharaeteristiea previously obs;erved 5 7 
. -
. . . , 
--
'!rae• or follow a given route, or 
traee or follow a given route and .. 
obserYe Gbaraateriat1ee 11 4 2: 8 1 
F G 
10 2 
4 11 
1 
2?, 
2 5 
H 
10 
1 
2:-
2 
3 
. 
I 
~ 
~ 
~ 
TABLE XXX (continued) 
TYPES OF ACTIVrl'lES INVOLVED Dl MAP REFERENCES IN 
EIGHT SIXTH GRADE HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
----·--
- - ~ 
-
-
Texts, 
A B c D E 
Transfer of locational or interpret&• 
tional 1ntormattion to an outline map 5 l 
Comparison activities 12• 4 2 5 
. 
Loeation' or observa~1on of an area, . 
featuret or Qharacteriatic with some . . 
explana orr or d1reet1onal Jll&lterial 5 l l 9 
. -
Measu:ring activities 2 • 
- - · -
Total number of ref'eren"a 126 66 22 75 42 
.. 
-
Number of typea1 of activities 9 9 6 7 4 
F G 
2 
1 1 
. -
6 1 
--
27 26 
- · 
7 6 
H 
1 
19 
-
6 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
~ 
~ 
Cll 
TABLE XXXI 
Table XXXI shows· a comparison between the fifth 
and sixth gra-de history t :extbook series· in the type of 
aetivities which the pupil engages in when following 
the directions to map use as contained in the textual 
map references:. 
The simplest type of e.c.tivity, that of locating 
or obs·ei'V7ing one type of area:, feature or cha:raeteriatie:: 
occurs 182 times in the .fifth grade level. This same 
type of activity occurs onl.y 91 times throughout the 
sixth grade level. While this type of activity may not 
be as fruitful as others requiring higher mental pro-
cesses, it seems that its e:onstant recurrene:e in fifth 
grade level, should lead to the devel.opment of the habit 
of turning to the maps often. 
The type of activity requiring the pupil to loC'&lte 
or obaerve more than one type of eea~, feature, ov char-
acteristic occurs 176 times in the sixth grade level. 
This same type of activity, however, occurs only seventy 
times in the fifth gra-de level. This type of activity 
would appear to be of greater value than the tirs·t 
discussed, as a: grea:ter amount of the pupil •s attention is 
direct-ed to ma-ps· within eaah referene:e. This would t :end 
to justify its greater use in the sixth grade level; i.e., 
it broadens the scope of map uwe and understanding. 
Reading or interpreting maps to answer questions 
or give explanations shows little use in both level~, 
exeepting Textbook D5 which shows forty-nine refer-
ences of this type. The fairly small ua~ of this type 
ot activity~ Textbook D5 excepted, might be due to the 
thought that it is a skill or a'Ctivity too a-dvanc·ed for 
the fifth and sixth grade levels. 
1.1.7 
The textbooks; in both the fifth and sixth grade 
levels: made us·e of a kinaesthetic approach to learning 
by direeting pupils to trace or follow areas or routes 
and obaerve characteristics. It occure a total of sixty-
one times in the fifth gra·de level and onl-y thirty .. six 
times in the sixth grade level. 
Both of these proeedurmr:: would appear to be 
valuable especially in the fifth grade level, because 
of the eone~tration of attention required, and because 
the pupil is doing, while obs:erving. 
All the above mentioned activities occur in some 
number throv..ghou1t both the fifth and sixth grade levels. 
Yet there are some ~ctivit1es which receive little o~ 
no use in either level. For instance, the activity re8 
quiring the pupil to compare specific items on one map 
occurs only eight t~es throughout both grade levels. 
Again, the reeall of are&s·, fea.tures::, or charaa:teristics 
previousl-y observed occurs only twenty-one times through• 
out the fifth and sixth grade level&. 
Estimates of the relative value of the various 
types or activitiea are subjective in this study. but 
the writer feels· that the data in Table XXXI indicates 
the general calibre of the activities involving the 
various references. with both grade levels. 
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TABLE XXXI 
COMPARISON OF THE TYPES OF ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN TEXTUAL MAP 
REFERENCES FOUND IN THE FlFTH AND SIXTH GRADE 
HISTORY TEXTBOOK SERIES 
Grade Texts 
A B 0 D E 
Observation ot the purpose, value, 5 11 7 
or nature ot a map- and an intro- 6 1 l. 1 
duetorr interpretation 
Trace or follow a-rea or route and 5 1.2 3 24 4 
observation of characteristic 6 1.1 4 2 8 1 
Transfer· ot 1ocational. or interpre- 5 7 7 19 
tational information to an outline 6 5 1 
map or use ot information located 
thereon · · .. 
Reeall ot areas, features 1 cbara·cter• 5 5 1 1 isties; previousl,- observed 6 5 7 
Location or observation of one type 5 '11 22 2 21 44 
of area, feature, or characteristic 6 22 22 5 10 10 
Location or observation of more than 5 17 9 15 7 
one typa ot area, f'eatuxre or oharao• 6 17 25 1 24 23 
teristie 
F G 
1 
1 
7 
2 5 
1 
7 8 
10 2 
8 11 
4 11 
H 
1 
3 
2 
7 
10 
3 
1 
I 
~ 
,..... 
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-TABIE XXXI (continued) 
COMPARISON OF THE TYPES OF AOTIVrrlES INVOLVED IN TEXTUAL MAP 
REFERENCES FOUND IB THE FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE 
HISTORY 'DEXTBOOK SERIES 
Grade Texts 
A B 0 D E 
Read 021 interpret map to answer 5 3 49 26 
questions or give explanations: 6 25 8 1 6 
Location· or observation or . area·, ·5 2 
feature, or eharaoter1st1c· w1th 
considerable explanatory material 
6 5 1 1 9 
Comparison of specified items on two 6 1 1 1 
maps, measure diata.na.e on a globe 6 12 4 2 5 
or map 
co~ison or specified items on one 5 2 2 1 
map 6 2: 
... .. 
Total number of :11.eferenc-ea ·5 l.2e ·45 12 U8 100 
6 126 66 22 95 42 
Number ot types of activities; 5 8 7 4 7 5 
6 9 9 6 7 4 
F G 
2 
2 
1 
6 1 
1 1 
16 2-8 
27 26 
3 5 
7 6 
H 
10 
2 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
J 
11 
21 
19 
5 
6 
,_. 
('J 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
CHAPTER V 
S'lJMMARY 
The purpose of this study is to make an 
analysis of the references to maps found in the running 
texts and the suggested activities of eight history 
textbook series on the fifth and sixth graue levels. 
To c-arry out this study, the maps were analyzed 
according to the following: 
1. Number of maps and number of pages of 
text per map. 
2. Numerical distribution of all maps 
according to eolo~. 
3. Size of maps. 
The :nef'erences w,ere then analyzed· according to 
the following: 
1. Numerical distribution. of map references 
requiring the use of a globe, one map, or 
more than one map. 
Number and per cent of types of map references. 
Number and per c·ent ot pages eontaining or 
omitting map Pe.ferences. 
4. The distribution of map J?eferenees. 
s. Number and per cent of map J?eferences grouped 
according to distribution eharacteristies. 
6. Methods of direction to map use in map 
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referenc:es. 
7. Types of a~tivities involved in map referenees. 
The number of times the word map appears other 
than in a re.ferene:e waS! determined as well as comparisons 
betw.een the two grade levels. 
Number .2£ maps .!:!!!! number ~ pages1 S!! ~ per 
map. The total number of maps for the sixteen textbooks 
is :found to be 407. The total number of pages· in all 
sixteen books (6837), is then divided by the total number 
of maps (407) # to determine the average number of pages; 
of text per map. This is .found to be 16.80. 
Comparisons between the grade levels show that the 
fifth grade t e.xtbooks c·ontain a total of 213 maps# with 
an average of 16.01 pages of text per map, while the 
sixth grade textbooks ha~e a total of 194 maps with an 
average of 17.66 pages of text per map. 
Numerieal distribution £! ~ maps according !£ 
color. Textbook A6 contains the greatest number of 
e:olored maps with twenty. Textbook H5 crontains aJ.l black 
and white maps with forty-four, for the moat number of 
maps in any one textbook. Textbook C5 ha,s a1 combined 
total of forty-three while Textbooks D5 and A6 contain 
thirty-tour each. 
Comparisons betw.een the grade levels show a total 
of sixty-four colored maps and 149 black and white maps 
fo r the fifth grade textbooks. The sixth grade textbooks 
contain eighty colored and 114 black and white maps. 
~ £! maps. The grea-test number of maps, that 
ia-, 1631 .fall in the .full-page ca;tegory. All textbooks 
possess maps in this. category. Half ... page maps rank next 
in tota~ with ninety-one. 
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Comparisons betw:een the grade levels show tha,t the 
.fifth grade textbooks contain seventy-seven full-page and 
forty-six half-page maps while the sixth grade textbooks 
have eighty-six and forty-five respectively. 
Numerieal distribution ,2! map referenc·es requiring 
~~!].!!.globe, ~map ,2!: ~~!B.! map. There 
is found to be a great va~iation in the number of refer-
ences to globes in the various textbooks used i n this 
study. Textbook B5 employs the greatest number with 
twelve, while no reference to the use of a globe ean be 
.found in Textbooks 05 and H6 or in Textbooks E, F and G 
on both grade levels. 
Regarding the referenc as requiring the us:e of one 
map, a tota.l of 769 is found. Textbook A5 contains 117 
for the greatest number in any one textbook, while Text-
book 05 c-Dntaina the fewest with s·even. 
As to the references requiring the use of' more than 
one map, a total of 108 is found and sixty-two of these 
are loea:ted in Textbook A6 
Comparisons ahow the fifth grade textbooks with 
totals of twenty-two, 417 and twenty-seven for the use of 
a globe, one map and more than one map respectively; 
while the sixth grade textbooks have totals of thirteen, 
352~ and eighty-one. 
Number and per ~ S?.£. types ,2! map references. 
There is a wide variation shown in the various series 
with regard to the nmnber of references. Series A has 
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a total of 2-36 references while Series C halS only .thirty. 
Series D contains 200 while Series F employs only thirty-
five. The percentages show that the physieal~political . 
map references exceed the otl:;tera. Textbook A5 has the 
greatest number of references involving physieal-politi-
eal maps with 108 for a percentage of 88.52. 
In regard to references requiring a special-purpose 
map, Textbook A6 haa: the grea,teat number with twenty, for 
a percentage of 17.54. 
As to the referene:es requiring the us·e of a globe, 
Textbook D5 shows the highest number with fourteen, for 
a percentage of 11.77. 
Number and per cent 2£ pagea containing ~ omitting 
map referencea~ In all of the textbooks the pages without 
map work far outnumber those with map references. Seriew 
A has the most even distribution with 74,62 per cent of 
pages without ref'erene·es and 25.38 per eent with map work. 
All of the other textbooks have percentages: over 85.00 
per c:ent of pages without map referencea. 
Comparisons betw.·een the grade levels show very 
little va,riation between the percentages o:f the :fi:fth 
and sixth grade textbooks in regard to pages with map 
references·. The widest variation, however, is shown 
in Series A with 8.95 per cent between Textbooks A5 and 
A6. 
~ distribution 2! map references. All of the 
textbooks with the exception of Te2Xbooks D5, E5 and H6 
have more pages containing one map reference than any 
other number. Textbook E6 eontains thirty-five page& 
with one map reference and Textbook A5 eontains :fifty 
pages with one map reference for the highest number of 
references in this category. Series D has the greatest 
number of pages containing six or more map references 
with a total of thirteen. 
Comparisons betw,een the fifth and sixth grade 
textbooks show very little vari~tion between the total 
pages :for each category. The number of pages contain-
ing one map re:ferenc e shows the widest variation with a~ 
difference of thirty-nine page~ between the ti:fth and 
siath grde totals for that category. 
Number~ per .!!!!!, !,! ma;e references grouped~ 
according !£ distribution character1~t1ca. The totals 
here show that the grea.>ter part of the map work f'aJ.ls 
within the textbooks containing one, two and three to 
five map references per page. Of a;ll the textbooks 
only Textbook D5 reverses this situation with 46.15 per 
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cent of its pagea containing eleven to twenty-one map 
re.ferene·es. It would appear .from this that Textbook D5 
has more pages, of intensified map empha·s:1s than any of 
the other te2tbooks. 
Methods£! direction !2 map~ !a!!2 references. 
Mos;t of the textbooks. ua.e quite &' wide variety o.f types: 
of direction techniques. Textbook A5 has the gre~test 
variety with eleven different types of direction methods 
in use. Directions in use in a-J.l of the textbooks are 
thos·e employing the words find or locate and those of 
an assignment type. 
Comparisons betw~en the fifth and sixth grade 
textbooks show a fairly even distribution in regard to 
the number of types of direction methods use. The widest 
va-riation is noticed in series B and G with a dif.ferene'e 
of three each betw,een the grade levels. 
T¥pes £! activities involved £a map references. 
Almost all of the textbooks use a wide v~iety of types 
of activities that the pupil will engage in when follow-
ing the directions to map us-e. Textbook A6 and B6 have 
the greatest number o.f types of activities with nine 
each while Textbook F5 has the fewest with th~ee. The 
location or observation of a single type of area~ 
feature or oha·racteristic is in use in &>11 of the text-
books. 
Comparisons between the grade levels show an 
almos.t perfect distribution in reference to the number 
of types of activities involved in map references for 
the eight textbook series. The one exception is Series F 
with a difference of four between the fifth and sixth 
grade textbooks. 
!£!number 2£. times .:!:!!! ~map a-ppears other 
than in a reference. The sixteen textbooks contain the 
---
word map a total of 309 times other than in a reference. 
Textbook C5 employs the word map in this way fifty-eight 
t~es while Textbooks F6~ G6 and H6 do not use it a-t all 
except in a reference. 
Comparisons between the grade levels show a 
wide varill!tion. The fifth grade J.evel has a total. of 
255 words while the sixth grade level contains only 
fifty-four words. In each of the aerie~ the fifth grade 
textbook contains more words than does the sixth grade 
textbook. 
It is hoped that this study will prove to be of 
value in the selection of fifth and sixth grade history 
textbooks. 
Suggestions !2!:, further study. The following 
topics might be further extended through research. 
1. The same type of study might be ca·rried 
out in analyzing the map references found 
in other fifth and sixth grade hiatorv 
textbook seriea~ and a comparison of both 
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studies could be made. 
2. The same type of analysis could be made with 
history textbooks on other grade levels. 
3. A simila-r type of analysis could be carried 
out comparing different geography textbook 
series. 
4. A study could be made to determine what map 
concepts a·re being developed through the use 
of modern his.tory textbooks. 
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